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SEMINAR ON DRUG ABUSE
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION
Introduction.
The seminar here reported constitutes a follow-up inquiry to the series
of seminars on the incidence and treatment of drug abuse in New South Wales
held in 1966 by the Institute. These earlier seminars, at which thirty-two
papers dealing with various aspects of the subject were presented to a
gathering of 250 professionally-interested members, outlined the nature of the
problem in this State at that time and also helped to establish the firm basis
of co-operation between all the interested authorities which has been evident
in the handling of the problem since that time. Although the papers from the
1966 seminars have not been published some indication of the ﬁndings is
apparent in the present comparison.
In 1966 discussion of the question of legal controls was complicated by
the fact that the N.S.W. Poisons Act, 1966, had not then come into forc
e.
This became effective in November 1967, bringing under the uniﬁed control
of the N.S.W. Department of Public Health not only the opiates, cocaine and
cannabis (controlled by international treaty) but also drugs such as the
amphetamines, barbiturates" and hallucinogens. Although it was not intended
that the new Act should produce a register of addicts, the provisions requiring
the authority of the Director-General of Public Health for the prescribing of a
“drug of addiction” (as defined in the Act) to an addict or for a period
exceeding two months to any other person may be expected to produce some
valid ﬁgures relating to the use and abuse of these drugs.
The incidence of drug abuse in N.S.W.
The lack of valid statistics was a recurring theme throughout the earlier
seminars, and although figures for narcotic addiction in Australia were
available Mr Paul Ward* commented at that time on the lack of uniformity in
reporting, in that whereas the New South Wales ﬁgures were cumulative some
States record only figures relating to the particular year derived variously from
court statistics or treatment centres. In 1968 he drew attention to the fact
that this was apparently still occurring, and that while New South Wales
ﬁgures contained “all the people from the year dot not known to be dead”,
thus giving a steady increase in total, ﬁgures from the other States remained
fairly level or tended to drop from one year to the next, and it was fairly
clear that the difference was still one of reporting. Mr Custance said that a
United Nations form for recording these statistics existed and it was hoped
that its correct use would lead to greater uniformity in reporting.
The 1968 papers supplied ﬁgures from a number of sources, and the
breakdown of these provided many interesting insights and an indication of
current trends. Although the picture of drug usage here is that of a continuum
with inﬁnite variety in the combination of drugs used and in the age and
social and economic status of the user, generally two main strands are
identiﬁable: (l) the older, solitary drug-takers, mainly middle-aged women
dependent on barbiturates and bromides, and (2) groups of young drug-takers
experimenting with stimulants, hallucinogens and, to some extent, narcotics.
* Senior Lecturer in Statistics in the Faculty of Law, University of Sydney.
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Figures from treatment centres indicated that barbiturates and bromides
are still the most commonly abused drugs in this State, a fact often obscured
by the sensationalism surrounding hallucinogens, narcotics and stimulants. The
latter do, of course, constitute the greater problem to the community as
distinct from the individual. There was some abuse of opiates, but the use of
heroin was apparently still rare, only two cases of true heroin addiction'having
presented for treatment among the 600-odd treated at Wisteria House. There
continued to be a disturbing incidence among young people of the
unauthorised use of hallucinogens, and particularly LSD, despite the strictness
of controls and the classiﬁcation of these drugs as drugs of addiction. There
was also considerable abuse of amphetamines, particularly by long-distance
truckdrivers and amongst groups of young people. The clinical speakers found
that many of their patients had passed through a marijuana stage, but no
conclusions were drawn about marijuana usage in the community at large.
When interpreted in light of the changed legislation the ﬁgures
submitted appear .to indicate that the controls are operating reasonably well in
this State. Known offenders using drugs such as heroin, morphine and opium
showed a slight drop below the 1967 figures, and the only drug for which
known offenders showed a substantial increase was cocaine, for which police
statistics showed 29 cases charged for use. Representatives from the Police
Drug Squad and the Drug Referral Centre claimed, however, that
experimentation by young people with a variety of drugs is much more
widespread than these figures would indicate, and that this practice is
increasing. (Although Detective-Sergeant Abbott asked that it be noted that
the 1,476 visits to the Drug Referral Centre shown in Mr Gordon’s paper over
a six months’ period did not relate to separate individuals, but that the
number of persons for whom a drug history had been prepared at the Centre
was in fact 146.) It was generally agreed that this increasing experimentation
gives cause for considerable concern, that the fullest co-operation of the
community will be necessary for its control, and that a key factor in the
situation will be availability of drugs.
Experimentation with drugs at universities in New South Wales was
regarded by the Drug Squad as a minor issue. and drug abuse in the schools
was considered to be negligible. Speakers from Victoria, however, expressed
some concern about the use of Indian hemp and amphetamines in some
schools in that State. Mr Abbott’s opinion was that the main problem in New
South Wales was group drug-taking by young people in the 17—20 age range.
The young people concerned appear to come from all types of social, economic
and educational backgrounds.
. Although Mr Gordon, as Director of the Drug Referral Centre, had
found evidence that experimentation with drug-taking commonly commenced
at the age of 13 or 14, Dr Rosenberg’s study with 50 young drug addicts in
psychiatric hospitals in the Sydney area gave this as the earliest, and [7 as the
mean age of commencement. Dr Rosenberg also found that most of the cases
he studied had grown up under adverse conditions, had done poorly at school
and had very unstable work records, and that in many cases personality
weaknesses and sexual disturbances had preceded the onset of drug-taking. Mr
March pointed out, however, that persons presenting for treatment are not
representative of the drug-taking population as a whole. In another study of
80 young drug-takers in Sydney over a six month’s period he attempts to
isolate sociological factors involved in the deviant behaviour of drug use.
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Many speakers drew attention to the fact that a wider problem existed
beyond the use of illicit drugs, and that this lay in the modern tendency for
people to seek, and for doctors to supply, a chemical remedy for everyday
minor symptoms and difﬁculties, with the result that the community becomes
“drug—oriented”, and that when this orientation occurs it can lead to abuse of
a wide variety of drugs. It was thought that the best corrective to this
tendency, and the only counter to the heavy barrage of drug advertising, lay
in the field of education.
Education.
[t was thought that education should be focussed particularly on two
distinct areas: the schools and the medical profession.
1. The schools. It was apparent that a great deal of thought had been given
by the Education Department’s Physical Education Branch to the matter
of the use and abuse of drugs. Factual material on alcohol and drugs
had been collated for use by physical education teachers in secondary
schools, and the expert aid of participants in the seminar was enlisted to
evaluate the available ﬁlms on drug abuse for educational pUrposes.
Educational material has also been prepared by the Health Department’s
Division of Health Eduwtion, and ofﬁcers of the Health Department
and of the Police Drug Squad have delivered ,many addresses on drug
, abuse to schools and to groups of parents and citizens.
2. The medical profession. The question of the education of doctors was
thought to be a more difﬁcult matter, but the preponderance of the
abuse of sedatives among patients presenting at treatment centres
indicated that there was clearly a need for a better appreciation by the
medical profession of the dangers inherent in the prescribing of drugs
such as the barbiturates. Lectures had been given by ofﬁcers of the
Department of Public Health to the College of General Practitioners, in
post-graduate courses in public health, and to candidates for the D.P.M.
and the M.A.N.Z.C.P. degrees, but it was thought that more emphasis
might be given'in the general medical courses to questions concerning
the use and abuse of drugs.
Legal controls.
Interest was shown in the new Victorian legislation allowing compulsory
committal of drug-users and alcoholics to treatment centres. The question of
the infringement of the liberty of the individual was raised by many speakers,
especially since the same provisions could be applied to the transient
experimenter as to the professional pedlar, and the dangers of implementing
such legislation without ﬁrst setting up adequately staffed treatment centres
was stressed. On the other hand it was recognised that ways have to be found
to deal with incorrigible drug-users who do not want to give up their practices
but rather to proselytise others, and also with the less committed user who
might beneﬁt from placement direct to a hospital. No doubt much will
depend on how the Victorian legislation is used in practice. '
On the New South Wales scene, where drug abuse is dealt with within
the framework of the criminal law, one speaker commented on the fact that
the trend in the Magistrates’ Courts had been recently, at least in penalty, to
6
  
deal with cases of addiction not involving peddling as matters for treatment.
From the discussion on the question as to whether this brought any problems
in practice it appeared that in fact the system worked very well, and that it
was sufficiently ﬂexible to allow magistrates, . psychiatrists, physicians,
probation and parole ofﬁcers and police to work together on the problem
with, as Mr Farquhar said, “mutual enlightenment for the participants and a
humane disposal of the offenders’i. In particular, many speakers expressed
appreciation of the great humanity and discretion displayed by members of
the N.S.W. Police Drug Squad in carrying out their very difﬁcult role of the
protection of the community and the appropriate disposal of offenders.
Availability of dmgs.
Current trends in drug abuse are largely dictated by the availability of
particular drugs, and the fact that heroin usage is still rare in this State is no
doubt due to the prompt action taken by the Commonwealth Department of
Customs and Excise to increase its Prevention and Detection personnel and
facilities and by the N.S.W. Police Department to increase its Drug Squad, so
that both these authorities were able to deal effectively with the situation.
The N.S.W. Health Department has also taken measures to deal with one
source for the illicit use of opiates, and that is proprietary medicines
containing concentrations of 0.2 per cent or less of morphine. As a result,
proprietary medicines available without prescription no longer contain
morphine.
The most serious gap in the present controls appears to be in respect of
the amphetamines. Although classiﬁed as “prescribed restricted substances”
authority to obtain and have possession of these drugs is given to a wide range
of persons. The apparent ease with which it has been possible to obtain illicit
supplies indicates a need for control over the manufacturers and wholesale
dealers concerned. A move by the Health Department to ascertain quantities
imported and dispensed on prescription may be expected to indicate the
amounts illegally distributed and assist in determining the action to be taken
to limit the sources of illicit supply.
The hallucinogens present difﬁculties in control owing to their extreme
potency and the consequent ease of concealment and transportation. However,
a number of sources of illicit supply have been detected by the police and
dealt with during the period under consideration.
The sedatives also present difﬁculties in that they have a ﬁrm place in
medical treatment and therefore strict control of supplies would present
difﬁculties in practice. The proposed new Therapeutic Goods Bill is, however,
expected to produce adequate records of distribution by manufacturers and
wholesale distributors and a means of identifying the persons engaged in these
pursuits.
Proprietary preparations containing bromide are still freely available in
this State, and statistics from the treatment centres appear to indicate that
some thought may have to be given to this in the future.
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Dr D. S. B’ell proposed that the management of drug-dependent
individuals should be guided by some facts established in recent research, viz.
that many young people recover spontaneously in time, 50 per cent remitting
by the age of 25, and that probation is the only method that further improves
the outcome. It was therefore his opinion that any proposal for future policy
should use probation as the principal method of management and should
attempt to protect those young addicts who have hopes of an eventual good
outcome. The proposal would involve a suspended sentence which could be
used ﬂexibly, the offender being sent to a closed psychiatric (prison) ward for
short periods if he did not comply with the conditions of probation. The aim
would be to treat the bulk of addicts and alcoholics in established psychiatric
services while under the supervision of a probation officer.
Dr Dalton thought that no one treatment method or treatment centre
could wholly cope with the problem, but that the addict needed different
programmes at varying ebbs of motivation. The approach at Wistaria House
was, however, basically voluntary, and aimed at maintaining a 60:40 ratio of
alcoholics to drug addicts. The breakdown of figures from this treatment
centre showed considerable success, even in the case of the most difficult
group, the young addicts. The progress report also described some interesting
experiments in management, including reciprocal liaison arrangements with
local industry, self-supporting group homes for ex-patients, and the provision
of assistance by group members to new patients both in the withdrawal stage
and in supportive visits at a later stage.
Mr Farquhar suggested that a comparison might be made of the results
from the Langton House clinic, which accepts patients only under suspended
sentence, with results from the prison and from an open centre such as
Wistaria House, and that these results should then be fed back to the
sentencing magistrates.
Suggested changes.
1. Availability of drugs. Proposed legislative changes to restrict the
availability of illicit supplies of dependence-producing dmgs have
already been mentioned, and it appears that the N.S.W. Department of
Public Health is taking the necessary steps in this direction.
Police representatives felt that there was a need for powers to stop
and search persons reasonably suspected of possessing drugs or vehicles
suspected of transporting drugs, and that the lack of these powers when
information came to hand at times when it was impossible to obtain a
warrant was a considerable hindrance to the very difficult work of
detection and prevention of the peddling of drugs.
2. Penalties. Mr Abbott suggested that there should be some discrimination
in penalty as between addicts and pedlars, and that consideration should
be given to the imposition of a special penalty, perhaps mandatory,
against persons convicted of peddling drugs to juveniles. He thought also
that the New Zealand provision which accepts as prima facie evidence of
peddling the possession of quantities of drugs above certain limits might
well be adopted in this State. He stressed the need for addicts who
refused to accept treatment and continued to proselytize others to be
sentenced to closed institutions.
 Sentencing. Mr FarQuhar indicated a‘need for greater ﬂexibility in the
available forms of recognizance and the desirability of being able to
make hospital orders in the appropriate case. Dr Bell’s proposal for ‘
treatment under the supervision of a probation ofﬁcer envisaged even
further ﬂexibility in the conditions attaching to the suspended sentence
to permit the offender to be sent to a closed psychiatric prison ward for
short periods if he did not comply With the conditions of probation.
Judge Levine pointed out that there would be some difficulty in making
suspension of a sentence dependent on whether or not the patient got
better, but Suggested-that some thought be given to the question of how
sentence can help the psychiatrist in the treatment of addiction.
K. O. SHATWE LL.
A GENERAL THEORY OF DRUG USE IN AUSTRALIAN URBAN SOCIETY
R. M. MARCH*
introduction
For the sociologist, drug—use is a social reality to be explained partly in
terms of the structure of society, partly in terms of the social interactions of
individuals with one another (and especially those persisting interactions that
denote stable social groups) and partly in terms of the psychology of
individuals. The sociological viewpoint is distinctly different from those of the
psychologist and psychiatrist, who for the most part study drug-usage as a
clinical phenomenon. But in so doing they are limited to studying only those
individuals who are patients in treatment institutions. As is well-known, such
patients are unlikely to be representative of drug—users in society generally.
Therefore, whatever research tells us about drug-users under treatment is not
necessarily relevant to the situation in the community at large.
The task of the sociologist, on the other hand, is to give a full account
of all the factors in a society that produce drug-use. The practical research
problems that confront us in achieving this are, as you well know, formidable.
A veil of secrecy lies over the activities of the illicit drug-user, many of whom
fear that even the most sympathetic psychiatrist, social worker, or
psychologist may (perhaps unwittingly) provide information to those
authorities responsible for the administration of law. Partly for these reasons,
and partly because the phenomenon is so relatively new as a major social
problem, the sociological study of drug-use is still in its infancy.
The sociological theory of drug—use that follows is an attempt to
explain, by the use of sociological concepts, the ways in which drug-use
becomes prevalent in different parts of society. It owes its origins to some six
months spent in talking to and becoming intimately acquainted with
drug-users, many of whom had no experience of, and were unknown to,
courts or police or treatment institutions. in presenting it to you today,
perhaps the most important points to note are, first, that it does provide a
basis for understanding the factors inducing many different kinds of people to
experiment with or use drugs regularly, and, secondly, (and in the long-term
more importantly) it provides a basis for undertaking practical social research.
A General Theory of Druguse.
In contemporary Australian society, individuals entering youth1 (from
about age 16 to age 25) can expect to be confronted by, and subiected to,
implicit pressures to conform to the ordered and conventionalized behaviours
and values of “mature” adults. Youth’s reaction to this confrontation and
pressure is diverse, being a function pf differential parental “styles”, social
class position, and psychological differences. Much of this reaction can be
conceived of as forming a continuum, the extremes being denoted by strong
identiﬁcation with, or strong rejection of, adult (authority) values. The social
 
" B.A.(Syd.), Sociologist, University of New South Wales.
1. The theory focusses in the first place and primarily upon youth in Australia,
assuming that most drug~use occurs in that life—cycle. However, drug-use by older
adults not in youth groups is also explainable within it, assuming that such users
are either social isolates, a concept to be defined later, or belong to predominantly
youth groups.
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values held by persons at these extremes may be expressed by cohesive peer
groups (either deviant or non-deviant) or by individuals relatively independent
of peer groups. These individuals, or “isolates” as I will term them, will have
at best a marginal association with other individuals or groups. This marginal
association may be based on stable friendship patterns, or it may not. In the
latter case, the isolation will be regarded as a reaction from both adult and
peer pressures, and is more likely to lead to deviant behaviour than with the
former isolate.
Most typically in society, the implicit pressures to conform exercised by
adults on youth will be deflected or reduced as a consequence of youth’s
membership of non-deviant peer groups that serve as a reference for normative
peer behaviours and values. That is, peer groups typically will tend to support
a distinctively youth subculture which, though neither adolescent nor adult,
does not embody values highly reactive to adult values (i.e., does not actually
reject adult success-goals). That is, here we would expect to ﬁnd
“middle-class” youth who have, relative to earlier generations, increased time
for leisure and non-vocational activities (due to longer time spent at school),
and greater opportunities for role experimentation, though deviant roles (such
as drug-use) will gain no more than transient peer-group support.
It is amongst the extremist groups and isolates that the most intense
acceptance or rejection of drug-use will be found (even though such groups
may comprise only a very small minority of the population), for it is
according to an individual’s or group’s response to pressures from adults, as
authorities, that drugs will be perceived and evaluated. The implications and
arguments for this viewpoint will be brought out by considering the extreme
groups and isolates as ideal types and describing their general features.
Two ideal types of groups are discussed: authoritarian and
anti-authoritarian. Subsequently, two broad types of “isolates” as deﬁned
earlier, are discussed. The entire theory hinges, as it were, upon the
conceptualization of individuals, with a propensity to strongly accept or reject
drugs, as being either members of such groups, or as isolates from social
groups.
1. Authoritarian extremist groups
Most generally, these groups are composed of individuals with strong
needs for a status-ordered group life in which leader-follower,
superordinate-subordinate roles are clearly defined. Respect for authority, and
a readiness to accept an authority’s directions 1or dictates without question,
are a signiﬁcant feature of individual behaviour. Similarly, informal sanctions
are highly effective in maintaining normative behaviour. Sex roles will be
clearly differentiated, with the male assigned dominant and leader attributes,
and the female a submissive and usually domestic role. This will often be
associated with a strongly non-romantic view of sexual associations, and a
conception of a woman as a means to male sexual gratiﬁcation, without the
complementary idea of woman having her own sexual needs to gratify. There
will be vigorous rejection of the idea that sensory or emotional experiences
have intrinsic values, and, more generally, rejection of the idea- that personal
experience (and reflection on it) can be a viable base for an individual‘s “life
philosophy”. ' ’
2. However, as these groups may be deviant (e.g. criminal) the question as to what
authorities will be so submitted to is a matter for empirical determination. It is not
assumed that any authority will be ace-opted. . '
ll
 Young male groups of this kind will highly value “tough” sports or
pastimes as appropriate to “men”, and tend to idiolise the exponents of such
sports. They will at the same time often associate alcoholic beverages with
power and toughness, tending to glorify occasions of intoxication in which
physical aggressions are expressed, especially towards out-group members.
Generally, physical aggression and fighting powers will be highly valued, or if
this is negatively sanctioned, value will be placed on aggressive striving for
success, as, for instance, in commerce, or for power, as in political activity.
Again, they will adopt a punitive view towards deviants, as they see
them, including “long-hairs”, “college boys“, “university types”, “junkies”,
“derelicts” or “metho-fiends”, or generally those males who appear
effeminate, “cultivated”, timid : in a word, “unmanly”.
Authoritarian group members may come from all parts of the social
structure, but their highest incidence will be in the “working class”,
comprising manual workers, either unskilled or skilled", that is, the fathers of
such youths would have these occupations
Psychologically, group members are seen as employing projection as
their primary defence mechanism, as being convergent, unoriginal thinkers
rather than divergent, original thinkers. Both characteristics underlie a low
tolerance for ambiguity, and low tolerance for the cultivation of inner
experience.
2. The anti-authoritarian extremist group
Individuals belonging to these ideal groups strongly reject a
status—ordered existence, refuse to accept authoritarian directions as to their
mode of life or attitudes, and seek some satisfying adjustment in a
non-formally-ordered peer group. Such a situation enables individuals to
indulge in or try a wide variety of behaviours, to be. extensive role
experimenters; inter alia, this leads to more sex role convergence than in the
authoritarian group, to more ﬂuid and imaginatively varied communications
between the sexes, particularly as female members experiment with culturally
novel roles (such as being the dominant or leader figure in a sexual
association). In contrast to the authoritarian group, there will be profound
acceptance of the idea that sensory and emotional experiences have intrinsic
value, as well as serving to enrich one’s personality and life view.
Egalitarian groups, by their nature, tend to be bi-sexual, and to
negatively sanction physical aggression. Females have as much sexual and
intellectual freedom as males, particularly noticeable in the way the norms of
the larger society with respect to female behaviour are rejected. For instance,
in informal parties the sexes will not segregate; in hotel drinking, women will
be freely admitted; females will often swear as freely, or make references to,
or joke about, genitalia as 'often as men; females will often take the initiative
to invite a male to participate in sexual intercourse. Thus, group membership
offers to both sexes meaningful personal relationships, while the women are
especially attracted by the non~authoritarian attitudes of men in sexual
relationships.
3. This assumption is primarily based upon the ﬁndings of Lipset (1959) who argued
for such an incidence after an extensive literature revrew.
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 In egalitarian youth groups, in contrast to authoritarian youth groups,
most members live away from their parental home in small “communities”,
and consciously reject the authority of the parents in respect of their personal
behaviour. Attitudes to parents, however, are rarely hostile. Rather, the most
striking feature is the individual’s consciousness of his or her inability to
communicate with parents on “important” issues, especially those connected
with sexual or drug-use behaviours. There is perceived to be an unbridgable
gap in values between the generations, so that children learn not to raise any
issues that could lead to dissension. Inevitably this is seen to impoverish
communication and the affective qualities of the child’s relationship to his or
her parents. Occasionally, however, group members will claim to be able to
communicate with parents on all matters, primarily when the parents have
been perceived to have raised the child to think for himself, to have
encouraged a radical and enquiring frame of mind. (In those cases where the
child of such parentage leaves home and enters an anti-authoritarian
subculture, it is hypothesised that the youth has an exceptionally weak
superego underlying his or her disinterest in striving for “conventional”
success goals.)
Their high valuation on “experience” is associated with strong interests
in the visual arts and music, and in means by which individual expressiveness
and creativity can be enhanced. This may lead to interest in certain stimulant
and hallucinogenic drugs as a means to this enhancement, though drug-use will
be not an end in itself, as it may be with some of the isolate types.
Egalitarian groups, in valuing “experience”, value also peacefulness and
absence of discord and aggression, or more generally, a “dampening down” of
the intensity of external stimuli so that psychologically internal events can be
attended to. There is probably a causal connection between this and their
lack of ambition or drive to “succeed” in any field. They will tend to regard
conventional success goals, and ambitious strivings, with amusement and
contempt, as when they reject what they regard as the middle class norms of
obtaining a “good”, secure job, marrying and raising children in a suburb. For
them, life “truly” lived returns inner pleasures, not material gains or social
approval.‘
Associated with their sensitivity to internal psychic processes, is a special
interest in psychological disorders, noticeable for instance in attempts to
categorize themselves according to conventional clinical syndromes — e.g.
neurotic, schizophrenic, paranoid. While there is in fact some emotional
disorder in these groups, as there is in the authoritarian groups, a good deal of
their unconventional behaviour stems from unusual role ﬂexibility, low level
of psychic integration, and poor defences against stressful mental content. Part
of this is due to their relative immaturity and part is a reﬂection of group
dynamics.
Bettelheim (1962) has nicely described the dynamics of such groups in
describing, within a different frame of reference, certain younger age groups.
He observes:
4. This describes one of the most important corrponents of“playing it cool”. In the
group argot, it is “uncool” to be aggressive, hysterical or over-demonstrative.
5. This may sometimes be a rationalization for an individual’s inability to obtain other
than an uncongenial, unskilled and poorly paid job. Many of these people are
highly intelligent, and would ﬁnd routine jobs intensely frustrating.
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 “. . . children who live in boarding schools or institutions are living
far more in a peer society. . . than do children who live with their
families. Here. . . adolescent boys live with other adolescent boys,
and the same for girls... This permits the youngsters a much
greater concentration on the most pressing emotional problem of
their age: sexual maturity. .
The same concern prevails in the ideal groups proposed here, though their
greater age lessens the pressures somewhat, permitting as it were a wider range
of central interests.
Bettelheim continues:
“Reinforced by each other, and the curiosity of others, they dare
to give fuller vent to their fascination with how the same problems
appear among their own and the other sex than they would if
they were not living in something akin to an age society. ” (p.24)
Such an age society is highly permissive, and lacks the inﬂuence of adult
negative sanctions on sexual curiosity and promiscuity, and other role
experimentations. In the older anti-authoritarian groups, however, group
membership is more open than in the younger groups (e.g. boarding school
populations). Members are inducted into the group by virtue of certain prior
common values, especially by rejection of “middle class values”, suburban
family living, and parental monitoring of their private behaviour. Thus, one
finds generational conﬂict most visible and articulated in anti-authoritarian
groups; aggression towards parents is either displaced onto, or generalized to,
authorities in the community, especially government (if non-radical), police,
and bureaucratic administrators generally.
In summary, the anti-authoritarian milieu supports a radical
pseudo-intellectual ~egalitarianism, in which sensitivity ,to experience,
articulateness of expreSSion, and rejection of “middle class” success goals are
predominant. In such a milieu, it is only those individuals with verbal ﬂuency,
higher than average intellectual ability, interests in “creativity”, low
aspirations for worldly success and the capacity to 'overcome their parental
dependency needs and leave home, who become permanent group members.
Extremist isolates.
The present conceptualization of extremist isolates is predicated on the
assumption that variation in level of aspiration (to achieve worldly success of
some kind) differentially sensitises individuals to use drugs regularly, though
all isolates, by their detachment from social groups, and consequent high
resistance to group pressures to conform, may be equally liable to experiment
with drugs'. As pointed out earlier, isolates are conceived to vary according
to whether they have secure friendship associations with members of ' groups,
without participating centrally in group activities. The two broad types will be
denoted “maladjusted” and “adjusted” isolates, each type being subdivided
according to aspiration level.
6. Excluded from this conception are those individuals whose isolation is purely
transient and situationally determined, e.g. strangers to a city.
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 I. MALADJUSTED ISOLATES
(a) Low aspiration isolates
These isolates are typically poorly integrated personalities, subject to
extensive free-floating anxieties, with a poor sense of personal identity, whose
sensitivity to possible rejection in inter personal relationship leads to a history
of highly unstable, short-lived friendships. This characteristic behaviour pattern
can be regarded as arising from early parental rejection and intensiﬁed by later
peer group rejection. Though their active membership in informal or formal
social groups is minimal, they tend to form limited interpersonal associations
with members of social groups, by whom they might be conceived as “fringe
people”, a status sufficient to permit their occasional participation in group
activities, without, however, the establishment of secure friendship
relationships.’
Low aspiration isolates may be further classiﬁed according to whether
interpersonal aggression is adjustive or not for them. This would be partly
dependent on the sex of the individual (the probability being low that
aggression is adjustive for female isolates). If adjustive, the isolate would tend
to be a fringe member of an authoritarian group; if non-adjustive, a fringe
member of an anti-authoritarian group, in so far as the group was permissive
of, and sympathetic to, such individuals.
The low aspiration isolate finds alcohol or drugs, especially opiates,
stimulants, and sedatives, psychologically adjustive, in gaining release from
inner stresses and anxieties. The main point of contrast with the
anti-authoritarian group member lies in the social rewards of alcohol or drug
use that the latter obtains as against the private psychological rewards of the
former. In an important sense, the group member may be said to have implicit
social controls upon his level of drug usage, in so far as group membership
requires a certain level of capacity to maintain both effective interpersonal
relations and participation in group activities. The isolate, however, has “only
himself to please”, and ideally is susceptible to continual usage of, and thus
dependence upon, drugs.
(b) High aspiration isolates.
This ideal type shares certain psychological features with the low
aspiration isolates: free-ﬂoating anxieties, poor personality integration, but
with a history of more intermittent parental and peer group rejection. He has,
however, sufﬁcient motivational integration to consistently pursue studies and
a vocation. He will often be predisposed to engage in an occupation of
apparent high prestige, which makes heavy demands on his time and energy.
When this is the case, the combination of such heavy external and internal
stresses, i.e. the neurotic conflicts and resentments built up during the course
of interaction with others, will lead to use of alcohol or drugs for stress relief.
However, even if alcohol or drugs are used, the high aspiration isolate will
have less frequent health problems, arising from drug abuse and that call for
treatment, than the low aspiration isolate. This will be due, in particular, to
his concern for the preservation of his status and persona, a motivation that
will lead him to conceal his drug use for as long as this is possible. As with
the low aspiration type, the high aspiration individual is susceptible to much
heavier drug use than are individuals using drugs for their visible social
rewards.
7. If an individual associated with a group for whom drugs (or alcohol) were the sole
central value, as in “mainlining” groups, and belonged to no other group, he would
be conceived within the present theory as an isolate.
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 The high aspiration maladjusted isolate manifests neurotic symptoms
that stem from high superego demands for achievement and persona
maintenance, conflicting with an ambivalent self-ideal, particularly in respect
of sex role. Latent homosexuality and severe dependency needs in respect of
the opposite sex may be viewed, in psychoanalytic terms, as stemming from
an unresolved oedipal complex. These individuals will tend to come from the
“upper middle class” — that is, their fathers will be in semi-professional,
professional and business management occupations — where heavy stress is laid
on manners and formal behaviour, and discussion of sexual topics is severely
tabooed. Unresolved oedipal conﬂicts in males will be manifest in ambivalent
attitudes toward the father, and an idealised conception of the mother. In
females, the sexes will be reversed.
As this type is conceived, interpersonal aggression will tend to be
repressed as inconsistent with the persona, though it may be displaced onto
weaker objects — children, animals, etc. — in situations of low social visibility.
Difficulties experienced in achieving a realistic discharge of aggression will be
one of the factors militating against more than casual participation in any
group activities, as such situations will tend to produce repeated frustrations
whenever the individual perceives himself or his expressions (thoughts,
productions) as failing to be valued by other group members at his level of
evaluation.
ll. ADJUSTED ISOLATES
This final class has been included primarily on intuitive grounds. It
appears reasonable to me to suppose that there are adjusted individuals who
systematically decline to enter any informal peer groups, but who do have
secure friendships with individuals. While it might be persuasively arguedthat
any such friendship constitutes an informal social grouping, what l am
proposing here is an ideal type of individual who feels unusual freedom of
behaviour through his detachment from any group pressures. l have in mind
individuals with well-integrated personalities who hate achieved “success” in
their own eyes along with high self-confidence in their abilities. Such
prominent individuals as G. B. Shaw, the Pankhurst sisters, Pablo Picasso,
exhibit many features of the proposed type. Though it is a matter for
empirical investigation to determine the theoretical value of this ideal type,
and may seem in the present context a gratuitous Speculation, the type is
proposed here because these individuals would logically tend to be
“innovators”, on a global or societal scale, for a wide range of radical
behavioural and idcational innovations. Thus if one wished to trace the global
diffusion of hallucinogcn use, one might wish to label as innovators Aldous
Huxley (for his publicised experiments with mescaline in the nineteen fifties)
and Timothy Leary (“arch-priest” of the more recent “psychedelic”
subculture) as adjusted isolates, at least in respect of their drug use. At a
lower level of analysis, one might detect, empirically, individuals
approximating this type who have characteristics akin to the “innovators”
described earlier: that is, with only marginal relations to peer groups, “they
are more able to deflect group pressures to conform. and more able to find
adjustive satisl‘actions in unusual, sometimes forbidden, enterprises or
behaviours”.
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 Final comments.
Generally, the theory asserts that drug-use will be adjustive for certain
individuals in society. This adjustment may be essentially psychological, e.g.,
in relieving stress, or it may be closely connected with the expression of social
values held by informal friendship groups, e.g., heightening sensory experience
or reinforcing negative attitudes to worldly values. Further, since the theory
can be taken as predicting that these individuals or groups ‘will have the
greatest susceptibility to drug-use, sociological research can be designed to
confirm these predictions and give a fuller picture of the social reality of
drug-use. Such research is necessary and urgently needed, for it will provide
that wide understanding of the phenomenon throughout society which is
necessary for the design of effective programmes for social work amongst
users, and .for education amongst the public generally.
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YOUNG DRUG ADDICTS: ADDICTION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
C. M ROSENBERG, *
Addiction to narcotics amongst members of the medical and related
professions, and to bromides and barbiturates largely amongst middle-aged
women, has been a medical problem for many years. Recently there has been
a marked change in the pattern of addiction in several countries with the
emergence, in increasing numbers, of younger addicts. These young people,
who obtain the drugs from illegal sources, have caused much public concern,
and recently legislation has been enacted to prevent the use and spread of
habit-forming drugs.
There is evidence that young people who experiment recklessly with
drugs commonly have personality disorders In a previous paper (Rosenberg
1968), describing the background and personalities of the 50 young drug
addicts reported in that study, it was found that the majority had grown up
under adverse conditions The socio-economic status of the majority of their
families was low. Their parents (especially their fathers) had a high incidence
of alcohol abuse or serious mental or physical illnesses. Many of the addicts
came from broken homes, which were the result of the death of a parent,
separation or divorce, or imprisonment. Few had grown up with adequate
parental control. Psychological testing revealed that they had high levels of
anxiety and neuroticism. Over one-ﬁfth were in the superior range of
intelligence, and only a few were below normal intelligence. In spite of an
adequate intelligence, very few did well at school or in their employment. A
number had sexual problems, especially homosexuality. The majority had
drifted away from their families at the age of about 15 years and come to the
city, where they mixed with other young people, many of whom were taking
drugs.
This study is an attempt to describe the progress of the 50 young
addicts from the ﬁrst drug-taking experience to dependence, as well as the
consequences of their dependence on drugs.
Method
For the purposes of this study, a drug addict was defined as a person
who, as a result of repeated administration, has become dependent on a drug.
He has an overpowering desire to continue taking the drug, and shows a
marked tendency to increase the dosage.
In Sydney, many young people congregate in the King’s Cross area,
where some of them are introduced to drugs and become dependent on them.
Facilities for treating addicts in Sydney have expanded in recent years, and it
is unlikely that a representative sample of addicts can be obtained by drawing
the case material from one source only. In the present study, an attempt to
overcome this problem was made by drawing the case material from a variety
of sources dealing with different socio—economic communities.
*M.D., M.A.N.Z.C.P., D.P.M., Psychiatric Research Unit, Callan Park Hospital, Rozelle,
N.S.W.
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 Fifty drug addicts, aged 30 years or less, were examined between
February and October, 1967. Forty-four of these were examined at the
following hospitals: Callan Park Hospital Admission Centre (20 cases), the
Langton Clinic (15 cas’e-s), Bayview House, Callan Park Hospital (7 cases), and
Fraser House, North Ryde Hospital (2 cases). An additional six addicts, all of
whom were previously resident in King’s Cross, were interviewed while serving
sentences at Long Bay Gaol for drug-taking.
During the survey, close contact was maintained with these hospitals and
institutions, and as far as is known, every person aged 20 years or less, whose
problem was dependence on drugs, was interviewed personally by me. The
subjects were questioned about how they first obtained drugs, the pattern of
their lives thereafter, and the development and consequences of their
dependence on drugs.
Results
Thirty—ﬁve of the subjects were males, and 1.5 were females. Thirty-two
were aged between 15 and 21 years, six between 22 and 24 years, and 12
between 25 to 30 years. Five of those aged over 25 years were bromide and
barbiturate takers, whose addiction had developed over a number of years.
Members of this group caused considerable suffering to themselves and to
their families, but were of less concern to the wider community. They had
been referred to hospital by their general practitioners or by members of their
family.
The larger group comprised mainly adolescent drug addicts, nez..'ly all of
whom identiﬁed themselves with the “hippie” cult, and who had
experimented with a variety of drugs mainly for their euphoriant effects.
Nearly all were referred for treatment in psychiatric hospitals by the police, or
from general hospitals where they had gone because of drug withdrawal
effects or drug-induced psychotic episodes. The bulk of this paper will be
concerned with these adolescent addicts.
Drug-Taking History
The development of the subjects’ attraction to drugs can be outlined
roughly as follows. During their last years at school, their performance began
to fall, in spite of an adequate level of intelligence. (One teacher commented
about a previously well-behaved boy: “He has joined the long-haired cult and
seems to be inﬂuenced by outside groups. His behaw‘our has deteriorated, but
he is still only an overgrown boy.”) Many felt uncertain about the future after
leaving school, but did not like the prospect of “having a nine-to-five job,
getting married and having to look after children”. They complained of feeling
ill at ease in company and ill-equipped to cope with responsibility. After a
few attempts to gain employment, the majority left their families and moved
to the King’s Cross area of Sydney, where they believed they could live as
they wished. In this new environment they began to frequent dance halls,
discotheques and hotels and were introduced to alcohol and drugs. Thirty-one
of the 50 subjects actively sought out drugs, while the others ﬁrst received
them from chance acquaintances. Two had ﬁrst taken drugs for slimming
purposes. Typical comments from addicts included the following: “I wanted
kicks”; “All my friends were taking them, and when l was offered some pills I
felt I had to take them to be in with the crowd”; “I started taking them to
keep awake”; “I came to Sydney looking for excitement, and that means
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taking drugs”; “My boyfriend gave me some amphetamines to make me more
lively”; and “I came because 1 am a homosexual and the homosexuals [met
here were taking drugs”.
The mean age at the time of the ﬁrst drug-taking experience was 17
years, standard deviation 2.1. The earliest age of onset of drugvtaking was 13
years, and the latest was 21 years. In most cases, drugs were taken in a
malignant fashion. The young addict experimented with a variety of drugs and
frequently competed with one another to see who could take the largest dose.
(“1 want to prove that I am a good junkie”) The progression from small
doses of drugs by mouth to repeated intravenous injections was in most cases
rapid. Nineteen subjects had begun to take drugs every day in increasing
amounts during the ﬁrst year of drug-taking, nine within two years, and a
further nine within three years. Eight had become addicted after four to six
years, and ﬁve after seven or more years of taking drugs. Those who were ﬁrst
admitted to hospital after more than six years 'of drug-taking were users of
bromides or barbiturates, or had taken amphetamines initially for slimming
purposes.
Type of Drugs Used
As shown in Table 1, most addicts used combinations of drugs, and
some were addicted to more than one drug. Amphetamines and barbiturates
were used most frequently, followed by the “heavy” drugs. Bromide addicts
were least likely to be taking other drugs. In addition to the drugs mentioned,
marihuana and LSD were extensively used. The use of LSD appeared to be
increasing, and during the year of the study, a number of subjects had
switched from other drugs to it, heralding in a new trend in drug-taking.
 
TABLE 1
Type of Drugs Taken by Young Drug Addicts
Number of Subjects Using Drugs
Drug
Never Occasionally Frequently Habitually.
Amphetamines . . 4 0 8 38
Barbiturates . . 5 14 22 9
Bromides . . . . 33 9 . 3 5
“Heavy drugs” . . 14 11 14 11    
The frequency with which drugs were taken depended, in part, on their
availability. Drugs were obtained from many sources, including the illicit sale
of drugs by pharmacists, thefts from pharmacists or drug houses, or from
sailors; but commonly they were obtained from drug-taking friends who had
received large amounts. It seemed that, at the time of the study, considerable
quantities of drugs were available, and few of the addicts had difﬁculty in
obtaining cheap supplies of amphetamines and barbiturates. Although
morphine, heroin and cocaine were more difﬁcult to obtain, only 14 of the
50 subjects had never used them. Very few of the addicts were prepared to
give specific details about where they obtained the drugs.’0ne stated, “lfl
told you 1 would get a lot of people in trouble”, and another, “If you knew
you would cut my supply off”.
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Amphetamines were taken because “they were all the rage”; “They give
me conﬁdence and a feeling of exhilaration”; “Usually I feel insecure and
have no conﬁdence in myself, but on drugs I feel full of confidence and I am
more creative; I like to live 24 hours a day; I want to be a poet and my mind
is very much more clear with amphetamines”; “They make me feel
intellectually 'alive”; “I felt I was a genius”, and “They take all the tension
out of my body”.
Barbiturates were usually used in combination with amphetamines to
reduce their side-effects. One addict stated, “They cool down the
amphetamines and I get less paranoid”, and another stated, “I take them to
balance the effect of the amphetamines; they stop my heart from racing and
make the come-down easier”. Morphine “makes me go into a dream world”,
while marihuana “relaxes me”. Many, in spite of having bad “trips”, were
being attracted to LSD, and described vivid hallucinations on this drug.
As a group, the drug-takers were not strongly attracted to alcohol. One
believed that “while I can control drugs, I feel that alcohol controls me”, and
another, “I dislike alcohol, it stops me from thinking”. A son of an alcoholic
said “I would never drink, I have seen what it did to my father”. A number
stated that they could not afford to drink, and drugs were cheaper.
Subjects’ Attitude to Drug-Taking
Only 11 of the 50 subjects expressed shame and disgust in themselves
for taking drugs. Comments by the remainder included the following: “Drugs
are good for me”; “Drugs have given me social status amongst my friends”; “I
don’t thinks drugs are a problem to me, they are a pleasure”; “I think
everybody should try drugs, they are a good thing”; “Taking drugs is a private
matter, if I want to take them I don’t see why someone should try and stop
me — I don’t hurt anyone”. Others said: “I intend to remain on drugs until
something better comes along”; “Any individual who is capable of doing his
own thinking should do as he wants and take drugs if he wants to”; “LSD has
given me new perceptions that I wouldn’t otherwise have got”. Several
considered that taking drugs was a good thing, if only the habit could be
better controlled. A number suggested to me that I should try drugs myself,
and that drug-taking should become legalized. “On drugs, everything is quite
beautiful.” A minority thought that drugs had done them harm, but
comments such as, “I have ruined my life”; “I feel I have wasted away my
talents”, and “I am worried about the way my life has gone” were
infrequently expressed.
Only six of the 50 subjects stated that they planned to give up the habit
of taking drugs; 29 said they would continue the habit, but hoped to reduce
the quantity of drugs they were taking, while 15 expressed determination to
go on taking drugs as they had before.
Complications of Drug Addiction
Addiction to drugs in these subjects appeared to be virtually
incompatible with their maintaining steady employment. Thirty-eight of the
50 young addicts had never received occupational training, 10 were
semi-skilled workers, and only two were skilled. The last mentioned were both
qualified nurses, one of whom was addicted to bromides, and the other was a
schizophrenic who was addicted to amphetamines. Only one of the 50 had
maintained regular employment during the three years' before the interview.
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The remainder had had between two and 40 jobs during this period — mostly
casual work such as car-cleaning, kitchen work and labouring. They stated
they were inter'ested only in earning sufficient to pay for their drugs, with a
little over for their food and lodging. Most were living in very poor conditions
with inadequate food and poor accommodation. Only nine subjects had not
lost weight during the period before their admission to hospital. Twenty-three
were between 7 and 14 lb lighter, and the remaining 18 were more than 14 lb
below their pre-drug taking weight. A number were suffering from
malnutrition and vitamin deﬁciency. Their poor physical condition was
probably the result of a combination of an inadequate diet and the
appetite-suppressant qualities of the stimulant drugs.
Thirty-five of the 50 subjects maintained little or no contact with their
families during the year preceding the interview. (“My parents are ashamed of
me”; “they don’t want to haveanything to do with me”; “I am on a different
wave-length to them”.) Most considered their fellow drug-takers were better
friends than those they had previously had, although admitting that
“friendship depends on who has drugs”.
Twenty-four of the 50 subjects had a police record, nearly always for
taking or distributing drugs. All but three of the patients had been admitted
to hospital directly as a result of taking drugs. Twelve were admitted on two
occasions, and a further 12 on three or more occasions. '
Most forms of therapy were tried, but with little lasting effect. Many of
the addicts admitted to getting drugs while still in hospital, while others
seemed to use their stay in hospital to improve their physical health and to
reduce their tolerance to drugs, so that they could obtain the euphoriant
effects with smaller doses.
The majority of addicts (64%) had markedly deteriorated in their
personal habits. They were unwashed, their hair was unkempt and their nails
were dirty. Their clothes were dirty and often torn. Most were underweight
and had abscesses of the skin and the surrounding tissues, especially over
injection sites. Twenty-one of the group of 50 addicts had made one or more
attempts at suicide, the most common methods being by drug overdosages and
wrist-slashing.
Psychotic symptoms occurred in all but seven of the 50 subjects, most
commonly in those taking intravenous amphetamines or LSD. With
amphetamines, these experiences tended to occur after the subject had stayed
awake continuously for several days. The subjects described auditory, visual
and tactile hallucinations. Most common was the hallucination of hearing their
names called out, usually by a policeman, or hostile voices talking about
them. One addict said, “The voices threatened to cut my hair off.” Another
description was, “I heard a voice coming from the wireless saying ‘you are a
fool’, and then they began telling me how to shoot the gear properly.”
Commonly, voices spoke of the patient’s appearance, of his homosexuality,
and of drugs. Visual experiences included seeing rabbits, dogs with horns and
pink elephants. One addict “saw” television cameras following him about
making a documentary ﬁlm of his life. Ideas of persecution were common,
especially when the euphoriant effects of the drug began to wear off. Many
addicts had learnt to control these symptoms by taking barbiturates with the
amphetamines. In most cases, the psychotic features were of short duration,
but in three subjects taking LSD pem tent symptoms indistinguishable from
schizophrenia developed (Rosenberg and Eldred, 1968).
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Discussion
. Patterns of drug use have varied considerably during the ages and
studies conducted in other cultural settings may not be relevant to conditions
m_Australra. However, the lack of published research on young drug addicts in
this country makes it necessary to refer to studies conducted elsewhere.
In recent years, the focus of attention has tended to shift away from
the study of the properties of the habit-forming. drugs to the study
of the
psychological and social factors that predispose a person to addiction.
In the
United States, the “typical” young drug addict lives in a metropolitan
area,
comes from a low socio-economic group and is a member of a
minority
community, especially of Negroes and Puerto Ricans (Chein, 1959; B
ender,
1963; Modlin and Montes, 1964). These addicts frequently display imm
ature
and labile emotional reactions and have a low frustration tolerance.
They are
more likely to be introverted and passive than to be aggressive (Bender, 196
3).
They are usually socially deviant, and are attracted to deviant peer-g
roups.
Most young drug addicts have been found to have personality disorders
, and
many give a history of antisocial behaviour such as truancy, even
before
taking drugs (Vaillant, .1966).
The 50 drug addicts in this study closely resembled those described
elsewhere. Most gave a history of serious psycho—social disturbance
which
preceded the taking of drugs. Their upbringing was characterized
by the
absence of adequate parental models with which they could identify
. Their
feelings of hostility, especially towards their fathers, appeared
to have
developed into strong antipathy towards adult society and its values.
The outward manifestation of their rebellion against conformity became
apparent during their early teens, when many grew their hair long and took
to
wearing “mod” clothes. They showed little interest in their school-work or in
preparing for -a career. Most had left home while still in their teens and
gravitated to the King’s Cross area, where they formed deviant peer-gr
oup
associations. By identifying themselves with a drug-taking subculture, they
obtained, albeit only temporarily, a sense of belonging and relief from th
eir
feelings of insecurity over their social and sexual difﬁculties.
The anticipation of the drug-induced euphoria more than compensated
for the adverse side effects. The great majority of these patients had
experienced psychotic episodes, weight loss and infections. Even in hospital
they formed a subgroup with other addicts, and frequently had drugs
smuggled in to them in most cases, after their discharge they gravitated back
to their old haunts and took up the habit again. As a result, their rate of
readmission to hospital was very high.
Vaillant (1966) in America found that abstinence amongst former
addicts was positively correlated with prior ability to hold down a job, an
intact home until the subject was aged six years, and late onset of addiction.
Bender (1.963) states that the younger the person is when he first becomes
involved with drugs, the greater is the deviation in his social life and
personality. The great majority of the young drug addicts described in this
study had very poor work records and had become addicted at an early age.
Most had lost contact with members of their families, spent periods in gaol or
hospital, and nearly half had made an.attempt at suicide. Few had the
necessary skills to make an adequate adjustment and to fulfil an accenable
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role in society. While it is still too early to assess the prognosis of youhg
Australian addicts, it seems likely that many will continue taking drugs and
manifest deviant behaviour in later life.
Conclusion
Fifty Australian drug addicts were studied to determine the pattern and
consequences of their addiction. Most had grown up under adverse conditions,
had done poorly at school and had very unstable work records. The majority
were members of deviant peer-groups and were taking drugs regularly and by
intravenous injection within the ﬁrst three years of drug-taking. While they
commonly experienced complications such as psychotic episodes, weight loss
and infection, few were prepared to abandon the habit and to take up an
acceptable role in society. The seriousness of their personality disorder and
the early age of onset of drug-taking would indicate that they were likely to
continue to manifest deviant behaviour in the future.
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RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES IN DRUG ADDICTION
0r
“WHAT’S NEW SINCE 1967?”
D. S. BELL*
Drug addiction has attracted increasing attention in the past three years,
partly as a result of the spectacular upsurge in the abuse of stimulants and
hallucinogens. More importantly, however, the last decade has seen an
increasing effort devoted to alcoholism and other common forms of drug
addiction because of a progressive change in orientation of research workers
and public health authorities alike. One reason is that many urgent medical
problems have been sufficiently resolved to allow time and resources to tackle
drug addiction. The development of basic sciences such as pharmacology and
sociology have progressed to the stage where they permit new approaches to
the problem.
The opportunities for research work should be clearly distinguished from
the opportunities for research workers. On the one hand there are vital
problems which need to be solved or facts which need to be established. On
the other hand, in the development of a new area it is possible to find
problems that can be tackled with a reasonable likelihood of results. In the
field of drug addiction the opportunities for research workers are particularly
good at the moment, not only because of the dearth of knowledge but also
because of the considerable public interest, government support and financial
assistance.
An opportunity is defined as “a good chance”. In this respect the good
chance for research workers is known familarly as “the bandwagon”. This is
not to indicate that those who join the bandwagon do not do good work —
far from it. Nevertheless it is important to identify the bandwagon and to
make allowance for its skilful use. Some idea of current trends may be gained
from the surveys of current research projects carried out by the committee
organizing arrangements for the Congress on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence
to be held in Sydney in 1970. Much of this research would appear to be basic
fact-ﬁnding and seeks to outline the behaviour and characteristics of selected
groups. A popular type of project is the attitude survey — the attitude to
drugs and drinking of special groups or even of the population as a whole.
Another common and important theme is the effect of alcohol and drugs on
driving and road accidents.
Fact-finding research may be relatively unstructured or may use
measuring instruments such as questionnaires. Surprisingly little research is
done using the unstructured or clinical approach, possibly because it does not
have the air of being scientific that may be conferred by the use of measuring
instruments. Nevertheless, this should be the initial approach to a problem and
it is doubtful whether it has been exploited fully enough in drug addiction.
Although the structured approach is a refinement of the clinical method, in
which questions are asked and answers recorded, the uniformity of approach
conferred by the questionnaire sacrifices ﬂexibility and fact-ﬁnding. In fact,
this approach can only test the preconceived notions which are built into the
questions.
*M.B., 13.8., D.S.(Med.), M.A.N.Z.C.P., D.P.M., Psychiatrist in Charge, Psychiatric
Research Unit, Callan Park Hospital, Rozelle, N.S.W.
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The fact-ﬁnding survey eventually provides a' formidable mass of
information, which needs to be reduced to a few signiﬁcant facts. The ﬁrst
stage should be to identify and relate the apparently diverse data that are
facets of the one problem. As an example, surveys in Australia have revealed
that alcoholics are more likely than the general population to be of Irish
descent. The fact that alcoholics are more likely to be Catholic and to have
large families may appear as separate facts, but is hardly surprising in people
of Irish descent. The information is not necessarily relevant to religion or to
large families. There does not appear to be a report that the children of
alcoholics are likely to have an alcoholic parent, but given the right question
the computer would certainly provide this fact. It is unfortunate that much
“fact-ﬁnding” is the rediscovery of well-established knowledge.
_Opportunity is also deﬁned asran “opening” or “favourable juncture”
and in this respect it can be related to the research work itself. Where should
we look for such a favourable juncture?
Probably the ﬁrst “favourable juncture” is this point of time in history.
Many of the attitudes, research and treatment programmes are based upon a
remarkably narrow viewpoint. As an example, it is popular to consider
epidemics of addiction in young people as being a disease of our time. The
age-old intolerance of adults to the young, the feeling that “they don’t make
them like they used to”, is advanced under the tempting disguise of modern
decadence peculiar to our very advanced society. The fact that adults had the
same attitude in the time of Socrates and at any point in time before or since
does not seem to have brought home its message. An historical perspective of
numerous epidemics in the past cannot support the notion that there is
anything signiﬁcantly different in the present pattern of addiction. The factors
precipitating an epidemic of drug addiction should certainly be identiﬁed, but
claims of distinctive features cannot be valid unless reconciled with similar
incidence in the past.
The historical perspective should also be used in assessing new drugs of
addiction. The belief that each new drug gives rise to essentially a new
disorder is not compatible with history. However, a recurrent event in history
is the considerable attention paid to new drugs while the considerably larger
problem of addiction to established drugs, such as alcohol or barbiturates is
relatively neglected and considered separately.
A strange paradox ensues. While much attention is paid to the new
features rather than to the similarities with the established addiction, the new
characteristics are rarely documented adequately in the early stages of an
epidemic. Amphetamine addiction was ﬁrst recognised in 1938. At about the
same time psychosis due to stimulants was ﬁrst recognised, but it was not for
another 20 years that it was adequately documented and accepted as an
entity. While considerable attention has been paid to the unique effects of
LSD, the original claims that it had psychotornimetic effects were quite
mistaken and the more recently described “LSD psychosis” is still an
uncertain entity.
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The one year of history that has ensued since the last Seminar on Drug
Abuse illustrates some further points. Behind the concern about addiction to
the many drugs discussed last year, a strong fear existed of something much
more horrible just around the corner, namely an upsurge in narcotic addiction.
The fear was based upon the remarkable reputation that heroin had gained in
the United States, where narcotic addiction ﬂourishes in the slums. A wider
view of the problem would have shown that narcotic addiction is no more
dangerous than any other form of drug addiction and that the corrupting
inﬂuence of slum life had been confused with the effects of the drug. In other
societies and with less aberrant groups of people, narcotics generate the same
problems to the same degree as other drugs of addiction. Outside of slum
society, or- even within it, alcohol, sedatives and stimulants continue to be the
major problems. In Australia and in the United Kingdom over the past year
the rapidly growing use of intravenous stimulants has caused more concern
than narcotic addiction.
In the past year marihuana use and abuse continued to increase. The
remarkably little knowledge about its effects has not deterred the proponents
in the marihuana controversy, in which some would claim that marihuana is
an ideal non-addictive drug and others claim that it has especially pernicious
properties. Without knowing anything more it would be safe to guess that the
truth lies midway between the two extremes and that marihuana is no more
or no less pernicious than other drugs of addiction. Within the next two years
the publication not merely of articles but of a number of books promises an
information explosion about marihuana. Nevertheless, if past experience can
be a guide, there will still remain considerable opportunity for research on
marihuana.
The change in the pattern of drug usage over the last year has some
bearing upon the search for personality patterns peculiar to speciﬁc drug
addictions. The patterns of personality can hardly have changed at the same
rate as those of drug use. In only one respect is the search for personality
patterns likely to be fruitful. The personalities of people addicted to socially
proscribed drugs can be expected to show a greater degree of antisocial
psychopathology than those addicted to socially acceptable drugs —- as. has
been illustrated well by the comparisons of alcoholics and other drug addicts
in our society.
Opportunity is also deﬁned as an “opening”. Animal behaviour research
can provide an excellent opening, but it should not be believed that the study
of the experimental animal will solve the basic issues of addiction in humans.
In comparison to humans, rats are much more amenable to experiments. They
can be conﬁned in cages, subjected to routines without effective protest, given
a uniform diet and made to take the drug without risk of conﬂict or
deception on their part. For convenience, many research workers are turning
to this opening for the further advancement of knowledge. It has often been
assumed mistakenly that a model of drug addiction in the experimental animal
has been found. An example of such a mistake was the early experimental
work on phenmetrazine. This stimulant was said to be non-addictive and
advanced as a substitute for the amphetamines. The evidence was that rats did
not become addicted. Even if one assumed that rats could become addicted
like humans, the experimental design was remarkably naive. Let us assume
. that we can do with humans what we do with rats. We put a number of
people in an experimental situation, give them the drug and count the
number of people who become addicted. The answer would still be that
phenmetrazine is not a drug of addiction. No drug gives rise to addiction in all
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exposed people. The risk of producing addiction in a- randomly selected group
of people .may be no more than 1 in 100. Large numbers of subjects need to
be tested to produce reliable figures. Clearly this is the reason why the danger
of addiction does not become revealed until the drug has been in use for quite
a while and until many thousands have taken it in large‘quantities. Drugs such
as heroin and cocaine were used extensively before their addictive properties
were established. Animal experimental work is not likely to answer the
questions which must rely upon large scale use of a drug by humans.
Consequently, animal experimental work is not necessarily a good opening.
Animal experimental work can be directed to the answering of specific
psychopharmacological problems. Allowance must be made for species
differences. The first step in a particular project may be quite disappointing,
merely to establish after‘extensive trials that the species is so different from
the human that the speciﬁc psychopharmacological problem cannot be
explored in this particular animal.
What then are the opportunities in drug research? The only certain
answer that can be provided is that the bandwagon represents a good
opportunity for the research worker. Most important advice about this
particular means of advancement is to get on and off at the right time. The
opportunities for research work itself are limitless but the certainties are as
predictable as the winner of a horse race or the working of the stock market.
The wise selection of a “good chance” and the skilful use of an “opening”
should provide the opportunity, given sufficient effort, to the serious research
worker.
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 PROGRESS REPORT ON WISTARIA HOUSE: ITS SUCCESSFUL
EXPANSION AND INTEGRATION INTO THE COMMUNITY
- M. S. Dalton* and D. W. Duncan+
Summary.
Wistaria House has been functioning as an integrated full-time alcohol
and drug addiction unit for almost two years after functioning as a day
hospital for approximately six months. Over this Period it has treated well over
535 patients and recorded approximately 10,560 attendances per annum at
night meetings. It started with two staff members and 24 beds, and over this
period its staff has quadrupled and its population has expanded to bursting
point, with up to 50 patients having been housed at one time. Its role has
changed from that of a small addiction unit to a nucleus whose work reaches
further and further into the community of Australia. This is indicated by the
fact that patients have been transferred by psychiatrists from as far aﬁeld as
Broken Hill, Tamworth and Tasmania.
In the following progress report the development of the Unit from its
inception is shown by (1) a report of activities prepared early in 1967, (2) a
report for the period lst June 1967 to 3lst May 1968 showing the changes
which had taken place, (3) a breakdown of statistics for the two year period
to the end of October 1968, and (4) an appendix setting out the rules and
sanctions evolved by the group for the conduct of its members.
1. REPORT ON WISTARIA HOUSE ALCOHQL AND DRUG ADDICTION
UNIT (EARLY 1967)
The Unit.
Wistaria House is run as a therapeutic community able to cater for
approximately 50 patients. It is an integrated group, the ratio of male to
female patients being roughly equal. It aims, once the drying out processes are
effected, to help members to gain insight through group and individual
psychotherapy, and thus prevent relapse on discharge. It aims also to institute
an active treatment and rehabilitative programme within the community by
enabling (a) participation by the patient’s spouse and/or friends, (b)
consultation at an earlier‘ stage (since addicts are grouped together they do not
feel the stigma of having to identify with other psychiatric cases), (c) gradual
reintegration into the community following in-patient hospitalisation, and ((1)
extended follow-up and after-care by continuing attendance at night groups
and “home visits” by group members.
Location.
Wistaria House was originally built as the residence for the medical
superintendent of Parramatta Hospital and is situated at some distance from
the rest of the hospital on the other side of the river. The house has been
remodelled to accommodate 24 patients, although at present there are 35 in
residence. Accommodation includes a group room, an occupational therapy
room (long since transformed into a dormitory to accommodate some of the more
pressing cases), a dining room, and a large modern kitchen.
*M.A., M.D., M.A.N.Z.C.P. D.P.M., R.C.P. & 8., Director of Wistaria House Alcohol and
Drug Addiction Unit. -
+ Cert. Soc. Study (Glasgow), Social Worker.
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Referrals.
Patients are referred by all ﬁve teams at the Parramatta Psychiatric
Centre (2 male, 2 female and hospital team) as well as from the community.
Addicts come to us? from the Psychiatric Out-patient Clinic of the Parramatta
District Hospital (the Eric Hilliard Centre), from general practitioners, other
hospitals and psychiatric centres, the Salvation Army, Alcoholics Anonymous,
Narcotics Anonymous, the Wayside Chapel, the Child Welfare Department, the
State Penitentiary, from industry, and by personal contact. Patients are often
referred for consultation and advice as to disposal, but this consultative service
is not reﬂected in our admission ﬁgures.
A weekly session at the Eric Hilliard Centre is devoted entirely to
addicts referred from within the catchment area. After interview, these
patients have lunch as Wistaria House, and thus make contact with the
in-group as well as the Unit. In this way initial fear is often overcome, and as
many out-patients as possible are included in our treatment programme.
The co-operation of industry within the area has been sought from the
beginning with a view to securing a two-way flow. Personnel and Welfare
Officers from industry attend Wistaria House to gain an understanding of our
problems and of alcoholism generally. An understanding has been reached
whereby problem drinkers are referred to us for assistance, while on the other
hand employment opportunities are extended to our patients. At one time as
many as nine patients were working at one industrial concern.
History of the Unit.
The Unit came into being spiritually, if not materially, when the ﬁrst
patient was acquired in February 1966. At this time a survey was conducted
by the Psychiatrist into the number of addicts admitted to the Parramatta
Psychiatric Centre over a period of three months. This survey was reported in
a paper delivered at the Institute of Criminology seminar on drug abuse held
in June 1966.
Soon a small nucleus of addicts,‘housed in different areas, were gathered
together to form the Wistaria Group. Although scattered throughout the
hospital they acquired an identity in that they did not come under the
sanctions of the various wards, and group meetings took place in the grounds
and in the open air, as no speciﬁc area was as yet available. To make contact
with the families of patients a night group meeting, attended by all, was held
weekly. Group members were 'under the care of one psychiatrist who was on
24-hour call, — an essential to the cohesion of the group. At this time the
psychiatrist was receiving up to 24 calls a weekend, and weekend groups were
under consideration.
On 25th August 1966 some group members asked for rules to be
established, and were told to discuss the question and draw up their own. As
a result the ﬁrst set of Wistaria rules came into force (see Appendix) and
anarchy was at an end. A more sophisticated set of rules was adopted on 4th
January 1967.
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From 7th April 1966 the group met twice weekly in Wistaria House,
which was by now renovated but unfurnished and unheated. On 11th July.
1966 Wistaria House opened as a Day Hospital, with its sole official staff a
psychiatrist and an occupational therapist. On 7th November 1966 male
patients moved into the Unit and a male nursing staff was seconded. Three
weeks later, with the arrival of female patients and nursing staff, it became an _
integrated unit. From the beginning a social worker gave some of his leisure
hours to fostering the group, and in December 1966 he joined the permanent
gaff. Since September 1966 a psychologist has worked half time at Wistaria
ouse.
The Philosophy of Wistaria House.
To the statement of the American Declaration of Independence “We
believe that all men are created equal” George Orwell in “Animal Farm” has
added the words, “but some are more equal than others”. These words come
to mind when we consider the position of the addict in present day society.
Nowadays addiction is recognised as an illness, and yet the sufferer from this
illness is subject to imprisonment, “inebriation” and social degradation, due to
the manner of his illness. At Wistaria House we believe that in imposing any
kind of treatment on the addict there are three factors to be taken into
account,‘in this order: Is it for his own good and in accordance with his civil
rights as a human being? Is it for the good of his family, friends and
workmates? Is it for the good of society as a whole? The aim therefore is to
treat each patient as an indivual in his own right and not only as a sufferer
from addiction, thus allowing him to redevelop the human dignity long since
eroded by addiction.
Treatment Programme
The Unit is run as a therapeutic community in the broadest sense of the
term. Patient self-government and follow-up have existed from the start.
Nursing is carried out by patients under the supervision of the psychiatrist and
the nursing staff. Delirium tremens, drug withdrawal and transfusions are
routine to group members, who place themselves on a 2-hour roster. It is
planned to carry out all forms of treatment appropriate to addiction and it is
hoped to initiate new techniques and drug trials.
The present programme is as follows:
1. Therapeutic Community Meetings. A Therapeutic Community Meeting
takes place each morning and is attended by all patients and staff. Any
question may be placed on the agenda by a participant, and it is at these
meetings that referred patients (who have already been screened by the
psychiatrist for psychosis or organic deterioration) are introduced, questioned,
and accepted or rejected by a majority decision. Group self-government also
applies sanctions for misdemeanours. Follow-up is carried out by members,
and failure to attend elicits a personal letter, or, as the case may be, a home
visit by two patients, who report back to the group on their findings.
2. Individual and Group Psychotherapy. Where individual psychotherapy
is considered appropriate the patient attends twice weekly for a 1-hour
session, dependent on such time being available. Each patient attends a
psychotherapeutic group session daily. The numbers vary from 8 to 12
patients and the session lasts one hour. These groups are led by the
psychiatrist when available, with assistance from the social worker and/or the
psychologist.
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3. Specific Groups. The second morning session is devoted to speciﬁc
problems pertaining to the three populations resident at Wistaria House, and
accordingly the following three sub—groups meet separately: (a) main liners
(young addicts and medical addicts); (b) middle-aged addicts (housewives
taking barbiturates and bromides); and (c) alcoholics.
4. Occupational Therapy. The occupational therapy programme is aimed
at the rehabilitation of. patients by constructive developmental interests and
recreational activities. For female patients the emphasis is on home-making
activities such as cooking, sewing, ﬂower arrangement and general crafts to
provide a basis for hobbies and other interests at home. Grooming and
self-care are encouraged, with regular manicuring and demonstrations on the
use and application of cosmetics. Male patients are engaged in carpentry and
metal work. They have constructed a mini-golf course and a fountain which
was visualised, designed, and built by the group. Two boats have been
obtained and are at present being made waterworthy. An outbuilding which
was once a schoolroom is being reconstructed as a workshop, and painting,
jewellery and copper work have been carried out under the skilled guidance of
a patient«artist. Future plans include a workshop for carpentry, woodturning,
boat~bui1ding, pottery and lapidary work, as well as a greenhouse and garden.
Male and female patients combine for recreational activities such as
shuttlecock, table«tennis, tennis, mini-golf, cards, quoits, badminton and
parlour games. It is hoped to include in futUre darts, basketball and other
activities in the recreation programme, and relaxation exercises are also
planned.
5. Night Groups. It is considered of prime importance to enlist the
collaboration of the patient’s spouse and/or friends in order to ensure the
effectiveness of the treatment once the patient has returned home.
Accordingly, all patients, ex—patients and out-patients, together with relatives
and friends, are encouraged to attend the Wednesday night group.
Representatives of Alcoholics Anonymous, Narcotics Anonymous and Al-Anon
are also present, so that patients and families have an opportunity to discuss
problems with them. At these meetings members come in contact with both
psychiatrist and social worker. This retains the feeling of rapport between the
patient and his advisers, and he remains within an understanding framework.
He is free to call for advice at.any time, the psychiatrist being always available
for emergency situations, and the social worker to advise in her absence. This
has led to an average of two calls per night and twenty at weekends.
6. Narcotics Anonymous, Alcoholics Anonymous and Al—Anori. These
organisations have been established in the Unit as a group. Tuesday evenings
are devoted to Narcotics Anonymous meetings and in-patient drug addicts are
expected to attend. On Thursday evenings both AA. and Al-Anon hold
meetings, enabling patients and families to attend simultaneously.
7. Prophylactic Parties and Outings. Major public. holidays have been
found to be particularly dangerous periods for alcoholic patients. Christmas
proved a case in point. Accordingly a small party was held on New Year’s
Eve, and out-patients and ex—patients were invited to attend. This proved most
successful and no relapses occurred. Following this a more ambitious
enterprise was planned for Anzac Day, when the 65 group members as well as
staff had a barbeque at Warragamba Dam. A bus and provisions were provided
by the hospital, but the in-patient group ordered and prepared the necessary
food. The dam authorities reserved a locality with facilities for tennis and
table tennis, and a specially conducted tour of the dam was provided. The day
was exceptionally successful and not one relapse was reported.
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 8. Other Techniques in Use. These include chemotherapy and
narcoanalysis. It is hoped that de—conditioning therapy of the classical type
will be instituted as soon as the adjacent medical hospital is staffed; also that
new drugs will be evaluated from time to time.
[1. Report on Wistaria House Alcohol and Drug Addiction Unit for the 12
months from lst June 1967 to 31st May 1968.
The Aims of Wistaria House
The primary aim of Wistaria House is to ﬁnd a more helpful means of
coping with the total addicted population. It is therefore non-selective, the
two criteria for admission being simply (I) that the person believes he has an
addiction problem, and (2), that he wants to do something about it; and even
these two criteria are at times disregarded. Thus the population contains
members of both sexes, all social classes and all dependencies.
We aim at a ratio of 60% alcoholics to 40% drug addicts, and we are
endeavouring, through our work in the community such as the setting up of
“homes”, links with industry, etc., to increase the improvement and
abstention rates amongst the wifeless and jobless alcoholic, who is always
quoted in the literature as having a poor prognosis, and to assist those who
have made no obvious improvement but have not continued to deteriorate.
Such results could only become evident with time, but it will be seen from
the statistics (Table 5) that there is a significantly high proportion of this
category at present status quo.
Since the taking of alcohol is an attribute of Australian people generally
and they are accordingly all at risk, the alcoholic is considered as a product of
that population. but the drug addict, especially of the young age group, is a
rebel against, or “opter out” from it. It is therefore through the alcoholic,
who suffers from the same illness but is within the limits of the law, that the
drug addict will, we hope, find his way back into society. We cannot
emphasise too strongly, however, that alcohol is a drug of addiction and that
an alcoholic is particularly prone to becoming dependent on other drugs to
some of which the general population would be quite immune.
Population . Grouping
The population is divided into the following four main sub-groups:
1. Medical Addicts. These consist of doctors, nurses, chemists and drug
representatives (no dentists or veterinarians have yet sought treatment at
Wistaria House). This group is obviously succumbing to a professional
hazard and, as would be expected, they generally do pretty well. To
date our ﬁgures for this group are as follows: physicians (3), chemists
(3), drug representative (1), nursing disciplines (35). The physicians and
chemists are usually addicted to opiates, while the nurses and drug
representatives are dependent on hypnotics and stimulants. Fourteen of
this group had a primary diagnosis of alcoholism, and of these 13
abstained or improved and one lost contact. Of the 29 who had a
primary drug problem, 22 abstained or improved, 5 lost contact or died,
and 2 deteriorated. The problem of return into the community here
entails resumption of a profession where the handling of dangerous
drugs is a necessity. We are pleased to say that on the whole senior
medical staff have responded favourably to the honest avowal of a drug
problem by one of their subordinates.
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addicts during evenings and at weekends by the occupational therapist
and her husband, a youth leader. Contact is being made with
educational authorities, church groups and clubs so as to arrange a more
structured programme for young adolescent addicts.
Senate and House Committees. A Senate consisting of ﬁve group
members with the longest periods of sobriety is now in existence. Its
raison d’é‘tre is to encourage sobriety by giving status. Senators have
special privileges, such as the occupation of a “senatorial suite”, Le, a
double room as opposed to a dormitory. The role of the senators is to
provide a group of appeal in cases where the House Committee has been
unable to cope. Should the senate reach an impasse the question would
be passed on to the Director of Wistaria House, but so far this measure
has never been necessary. The House Committee consists of ﬁve
members elected by the group, and its function is to organise work
rosters, parties, dances, etc. Naturally, senators and House Committee
members are subject to the group rule. One group member (usually a
young drug addict) is responsible for the welfare and population control
of all animals and ﬁsh belonging to the Unit. These play an important
part in our therapeutic community, and the R.S.P.C.A. has
wholeheartedly collaborated in this ﬁeld. Children belonging to
inpatients, day-patients or out-patients are frequently to be seen at
Wistaria House and are generally supervised by a responsible group
member.
At all times it has been our policy to encourage any therapeutic
admission in a crisis situation before the person concerned has taken a
noxious substance. Such group members therefore not only retain the
status they had on leaving the Unit but are entitled to priority co-option
on Senate and House Committees, so that their foresight in preventing a
recurrence of the illness is thus rewarded.
Discussion Groups, Films, Parties and Outings. These have
expanded and flourished generally. Addiction films are shown and
followed by discussion, and films other than those dealing specifically
with addiction are shown during weekends When available. Facilities are
offered to encourage visits from other AA. and NA. groups. Special
programmes were provided‘for Christmas, New Year, Australia Day and
similar public holidays, and were entirely prophylactic. All these
included out-patients, and the usual Anzac Day outing for both
in-patient and out-patient group members met with its .usual 100%
success.
De-conditioning therapy. Unfortunately the opening of the
adjacent Medical Hospital has benefited Wistaria very little, if at all, and
the de-conditioning therapy which was planned has therefore not been
carried out.
Half- Way Houses.
Since the inception of the Unit the need for a half-way house has been
a crying necessity for two reasons. Firstly, Wistaria House is too small to
house working patients, and this in the past has accounted for up to 12
mattresses, since. no patient is ever pushed out if he is doing well but feels he
still needs help; and secondly, the alcoholic is often a homeless and wifeless
individual who on re-entering the community is obliged to live in a rooming
house, and since all his friends were surely drinking companions the loneliness,
worry and boredom will often prove his undoing.
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 “Mystery House”. In December 1967 a house in the Parramatta
area was rented with an option to buy within three months. Because of
Council rejection of the P.P.C. After-Care Hostel the whole project was
kept very quiet, and a pioneering group consisting‘of members from
Wistaria House who had held jobs for at least two weeks was sent to
occupy it. These members had been inducted into group functioning at
Wistaria House and were chosen because they held jobs and had
volunteered to go. At this time there was almost no furniture, and they
slept on mattresses on the ﬂoor and ate seated on the ﬂoor, but
gradually small amounts of furnishings trickled in, although living
conditions remained very primitive. In March 1968 an organization
expressed interest in the project and offered to raise a loan to permit
purchase of the premises, but in the following month when the owner
was pressing for the sale to be completed this organization proved
unable to help. Although at this time there were 7 inhabitants, originally
there had been only 4, and consequently the place had been running at
a loss and was experiencing financial difficulties. For a time these were
met by donations from various clubs at which we had spoken, but just
before Easter the bailiffs arrived, and over the weekend the group moved
into Barrett House. During the four months of the functioning of
Mystery House the men living there remained sober, kept their jobs, and
generally helped one another with their problems.
“Barrett House”. This residence, which is on church property, was
located by a senator, and a lease was acquired in time for the group to
move in directly from Mystery House. It is a self-help“home”, named
after Dr W. Barrett, a former Superintendent of Parramatta Psychiatric
Centre who always gave great encouragement to the group. There is no
staff at Barrett House, and the group do their own cooking, cleaning
and gardening, and generally treat it as their home. They pay an amount
of $6 each per week to cover electricity, telephone and other overhead
expenses. Voluntary assistance has been received from Mr and Mrs Ralph
Smith (with honorary titles of Associate Welfare Officers, Barrett House)
who have established liaison with various industries in the community
with the result that the group has been offered donations of the
products of these enterprises. On taking up residence at Easter it was
found that the house was in a state of disrepair and had been raided by
vandals, but since then it has been renovated and redecorated by the
group themselves. “Themselves” is a very important term in such an
enterprise. At Mystery House we had felt very ashamed at the way the
first volunteers had had to live and had undertaken to make the conditions
at Barrett House considerably better. Accordingly, the occupational
therapist spent a certain amount of time ﬁxing things with the help of
other members of the group. However, one day I was told by one of the
early inhabitants that he felt the best time was when they were all
sleeping on mattresses and trying to make things better for themselves,
and he spoke of the joy they felt when they themselves were able to
make some slight improvement. It appeared from this that there was
frustration in having things done for them. After this the occupational
therapist never did anything at Barrett House without ﬁrst asking the
inhabitants what they wished, and they were left far more alone and
independent.
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TABLE 1 -
 
 
 
 
Primary DRUGS
Diagnosis
Alcohol I Barbiturates I Bromid’és I Stimulants I Narcotics I Hallucinogens I Other I Numerical Total
FEMALE
17.5% I 76.7% I 53.4% | 43.7% I 20.4% I 26.2% I 65.0% I 103
' MALE
27.7% I 87.7% I 21.1% I 75.5% I 68.8% ‘ I 61.1% I 7.0-0% _90
193
AGE GROUPINGS
Alcohol I Barbiturates I Bromides I Stimulants I Narcotics I Hallucinogens I . Other INumerical Total
FEMALE _ Under 26 '
6.9% I 89.7% I 27.6% I 86.3% I 48.3% I 82.8% I 58.6% I 29
FEMALE. — 26 + ‘
21.6% I 71.6% I 63.5% I 27.0% I 9.5% I 4.1% I 67.6% I 74
MALE — Under 26
6.5% I 95.7% I 6.5% I 92.5% I 80.5% I 89.1% I 74-070 I 46
MALE — 26 +
50.0% I 79.5% I 36.4% I 56.9% I 563% I 313% I 660% 1::
 
NOTE: In these Tables “Other drugs" includes APC tablets and powders, varied tranquillisers and sedatives, etc., — in fact, anything that
can be swallowed or injected not covered by the main headings.
 
 
 TABLE 2
 
Prlmary . ALCOHOLDragnosrs
. . . . . . NumericalAlcohol Barblturates Bromldes _ St1mulants Narcotics Halluc-lnogens Other Total
FEMALE — Numbers
68 20 23 5 1 5 31 68
FEMALE - Percentages
[t
7 100% A 29.4% ' ‘ 33.8% 7.4% 1.5%' 7.4% 45.5%
MALE — Numbers
        
274 78 74 19 10 11 99 274
MA LE — Percentages
100% 28.5% 27.0% 7.0% 3.6% 4.0% 36.0%
342  
NOTE: Tables 1 and 2 include all attendees.
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TABLE 4 — continued
Age v Outcome
 
           
  
— OUTCOME——
ARESL’LZ‘E.“ Q... “23:2?“
' No. % No. % ' No. % No. % NO- %
UNDER 26 33 35.5 17 18.3 20 21.5 23 24.8 93 17.4
. 26+ 223 50.4 55 12.4 60 13.6 104 23.6 442 82.6
; 'TOTAL 256 48.0 72 13.4 80 14.9 127 23.7 535 100.0
x2 - 7.92 d. of f. - 3 P less than .05.
» TABLE 5
ALCOHOL — MARITAL STATUS
Male only
. Ab ta' d
Deteriorated Lost ContactMamed IIS'npl‘glfedor Status Quo or Dead
49.3% 54.8% 6.6% 38-570
Abstained or Deteriorated Lost ContactOther Impr0ved Status Quo or Dead
50.7% ' 38.1% 19.4% 425%   
 
 
 NOTES ON TABLES
It will be observed that at Wistaria House —-
50.8% females with a primary alcohol problem improve or abstain;
18.5% females with a primary alcohol problem remain unchanged;
18.2% females with a primary alcohol problem deteriorate;
12.3% females with a primary alcohol problem have lost contact or are dead.
55.5% males with a primary alcohol problem improve or abstain.
14.7% males with a primary alcohol problem remain unchanged;
17.2% males with a primary alcohol problem deteriorate;
12.6% males with a primary alcohol problem have lost contact or are dead.
44.7% males under 26 with’a primary drug problem improve or abstain;
15.8% males under 26 with a primary drug problem remain unchanged;
34.2% males under 26 with a primary drug problem deteriorate;
5.2% analgs under 26 with a primary drug problem have lost contact or areea .
50.0% males over 26 with a primary drug problem improve or abstain;9.5% males over 26 with a primary drug problem remain unchanged;23.7% males over 26 with a primary drug problem deteriorate;16.7% Sialgs over 26 with a primary drug problem have lost contact or areea .
40.0% females under 26 with a primary drug problem improve or‘abstain;35.0% females under 26 with a primary drug problem remain unchanged;20.0% females under 26 with a primary drug problem deteriorate;5.0% Geméiles under 26 with a primary drug problem have lost contact or areea .
71.4% females over 26 with a primary drug problem improve or abstain;
127% females over 26 with a primary drug problem remain unchanged;
0% females over 26 with a primary drug problem deteriorate;
15.7% gemgles over 26 with a primary drug problem have lost contact or are
ea .
Those who attend once only and lose contact, omitted from the above.
These results are extremely encouraging and justify our approach to
treatment.
In the primarily alcohol addiction group, the taking of drugs. as a
secondary dependence problem has no significant effect on the abstention or
improvement figures.
In the primarily drug addiction group, the taking of alcohol as a
Secondary dependence problem has no signiﬁcant effect on the abstention or
improvement ﬁgures.
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 Any group member who “busts” within two weeks of commencing leave
shall not have this counted as an admission “bust” but as a continuance
of his/her inpatient record.
Thus if one offence was committed as an inpatient a further offence
within the first two weeks of leave shall count as the second, with
appropriate sanctions. Here, leave is defined as those forms of leave
which are based on the particular group member not having a hospital
bed kept for him/her.
Admission into the group will nOrmally involve a period of probation of
not less than one week. Any probationary member or any full group
member admitted under the inﬂuence of alcoholic drink or drugs shall
spend at least five clear days in pyjamas (for an alcoholic) or a period to
be determined by the Psychiatrist in charge of Wistaria House (for a
drug addict). There shall be no exceptions whatsoever to the strict
application of this rule.
Admission into the group for a discharged member. Here the term
“discharged” is taken to mean any group member who has either
discharged himself/herself or who has been discharged in pursuance of
sanctions relating to a third offence under the rules. Such a member
may be accepted back into the group after a suitable period of sobriety
and attendance at Wednesday night meetings — such a period to be of
not less than six weeks duration. Until such readmission into the group,
a discharged member, while welcome to attend Wednesday night
meetings, may not return to Wistaria House as an inpatient, but must
take his/her chance with the Admission Centre if the need for
hospitalization relating to the taking of alcohol or drugs arises.
Certain sections of the rules and general principles may be altered or
ignored if and when the situation arises in which the fact can be clearly
shown that strict adherence to the letter of the law would produce an
offence to the commonsense application of the spirit of the rules and
general principles. Thus a group member returning to a country town
plainly would be inconvenienced by the requirement of returning from
short leave to apply for extended leave. However, any departure from
the rules and general principles laid down in Rules 11 must pass this
“commonsense” test and must clearly be shown to apply to a category
of group members and not only to one member on a purely personal
basis. Moreover, while such departures from the rules and general
principles must, obviously, be approved by a majority of the group, they
MUST ALSO be approved by the Psychiatrist in charge of Wistaria
House.
No member of the staff may grant other than local leave to a group
member, other than on an emergency basis, without referring this to a
group. Here a group isdeﬁned as a gathering of at least three group
members, and “other than local leave” as any form of leave which
would involve the group member in being away from the hospital
overnight. If a staff member grants such overnight leave in an
emergency, he/she MUST bring it to the notice of the group at the
earliest opportunity. It should benoted here that the minutes of ALL
group meetings must be kept and entered up in the book‘as soon as
possible. “
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11.
12.
No group member(s) may vote on any application made by
him/her/them to a group where the beneﬁt of a successful vote on any
such application would accrue purely and personally to him/her/them
(i.e. in a clash of opinion over leave, etc.)
Unless clearly stated otherwise by the chairman of the group silence on
any proposal (other than a proposal to change the rules and/or general
principles) shall be taken as a silence of assent and recorded as a
unanimous “yes” vote.
Any question or situation not covered by the above rules and general
principles shall be decided by group vote (NOT by silent assent) after
such discussion as the group deem necessary. If such discussions and/or
votes produce any pointor points which it is felt could usefully be
incorporated in the rules and/or general principles, the group should
produce a further amended version which shall, upon ratiﬁcation by
both the large inpatient group and the larger Wednesday night group,
be known as Rules 111.
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In-patient Visits------ 37 10 47 13.2
Transport to Treatment
 
Centres .......... 20 7 27 7.6
Help not accepted (after
initial contact) . . . 13 12 25 7.0
230 127 357 100%
2. (b) Hospital Referrals
Hospital ~ Male Female Total
Wistaria House
First admission ........... 1‘4 2 16
Second or more admission ..... 3 0 3
Langton Clinic _
First admission ........... 1.4 4 18
Second or more admission ..... 3 0 3
Callan Park
First admission ........... 6 2 8
North Ryde
First admission ........... 3 O 3
R.P.A. Psychiatric
Second admission .......... 1 0 1
TOTAL................ .44 8 52
E
(0) Psychiatric Out-Patient Referrals
Hospital P Male Female Total
Prince Henry
Prince of Wales
Gladesville
P.R.U.
Callan Park
Royal North Shore
Nithsdale Clinic
St. Vincents I
N
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TOTAL: 12 4 16
 
N.B. Nithsdale Clinic referrals included in this section, as clients
' referred with a view to admission to Salvation‘Army Sick Bay.
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3. DRUGS TAKEN
Based on 146 Complete Drug Histories
 
 
 
                  
l
AGE GROUP 15—19 20—24-25—29 30—34 3S—3940—4445—Over Total %
sEx MFMFMFMFMFMF‘MF
Hallucinogens ‘
L.S.D. 6 2 7 1 2 — ‘ 18 12.3
S.T.P. 1 — 0.7
Hashish 3 3 2.1
Marihuana 2 3 1 — V 1 7 4 8
Total . 29 19.9
Narcotics
Cocaine 1 2 3 2.0
Heroin —— _ _ 1 2 _ 3 2.0
Morphine 6 — 2 1 9 6.2
Pethidine — — 1 — 1
0.7
Total 16 10.9
Sedatives ‘
Alcohol 1 — 1 1 1 2 1 7 4.8
Barbiturates 1 — - 1 -— 2 2 _—- 4 3 3 2 2 l 21 14.7
Bromides 2 — — 1 — 1 1 5 3.4
Total 33 22.6
Stimulants
Amphetamines 18 6 15 5 2 — 1 — 2 49 33.6
Lid. Methedrine 5 2 7 4.8
Methedrine and
Cocaine 8 2 10 6.8
Multi B+ ’ 1 — 1 0.7
Glue Sniffer
(age 9) _ 1 0.7
Grand Total 55 17 26 10 7 2 3 1 6 4 4 4 4 3 146 '
% Age 49.3 24.7 6.2 2.7 6.8 5.5 4.2‘ 1100% 
Note: 1. More often than not more than one drug is involved. The d
rug
abused most frequently and in larger dosages is the drug listed.
2. As Cocaine is listed by law as a Narcotic, we have listed it
this way also.
(With reference to (3), these case histories have been re-assessed and are now
being computerized to see what meaningful result may emerge. If positive, the
conclusions will be the subject of a later paper.)
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 As a result of two new counsellors starting, the Centre is now open on
Sundays from 11.30 am. to 2.30 pm. with staggered staff. This time was
chosen as a resﬁlt of a suggestion by one of our more responsible clients who
was concerned about the number of very young teenagers in the city on a
weekend and felt this period would be the best time to catch them.
HELEN MA.
Social Worker.
(While the following section has been written in the ﬁrst person, it is in
reality a composite document produced and edited at the Drug Referral
Centre by staff members and drug users. It has been deliberately
over-simpliﬁed, as its purpose is to bring to the attention of parents, young
people, and others without specialist drug knowledge the signs and dangers of
drug taking before involvement reaches the stage of “dependence” or
“addiction”.)
I AM NOT EXAGGERA TING
What are Drugs?
A drug in this context is anything which grows naturally or is manufactured
and which prevents or increases the natural activity of the brain. In the vast
majority of drugs, proper use is good but misuse is bad. This applies to
tobacco, alcohol, cough-mixtures, aspirin, sedatives, sleeping pills, or
amphetamines, cocaine. opium, heroin, morphine, marijuana, mescaline,
peyote or LSD.
Each of these has its use but each misused or abused can lead to dreadful
results: in some cases to a slow, painful or terrifying death. I know of people
who take a couple of powders regularly several times a day — “in case they
get a headache”. The point is that many painkillers contain caffeine, a mild
stimulant, codeine. which is derived from opium, and/or phenacetin which
injures the kidneys.
Are you putting on weight? You can go to any chemist and buy an “appetite
depressant”. These usually contain an amphetamine which not only increases
your energy but makes you stop feeling hungry.
Is it difficult to sleep at night? Do you feel “nervy”. You go to your doctor
for a prescription for a sleeping pill or to the chemist for a tranquillizer or
sedative. Good, but after a while the recommended dose does not work, so
you double it and treble it until you.are-under the influence of the drug all
day long until you end in hospital with a complete “nervous breakdown”.
The same story of risk attends all drugs taken indiscriminately and in excess
of the prescribed dose.
How Do I Know one of my. family is mis-using a Drug?
Any persistent change in behaviour pattern is a danger sign. For example, if
your husband or wife or close friend who has always been quiet and friendly
becomes generally irritable and wishes “to be left alone”; or if a person has
always been enthusiastic about a hobby or keeping a neat and clean house
loses interest or becomes slovenly and careless it is time for that person to see
the family doctor. (The cause may not be drugs at all but it is still a sign of
difﬁculties which are best diagnosed by your doctor.)
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 Again, if your adolescent child shows an unusual swing in mood, sometimes
highly talkative and then silent, morose and “grumpy”; if his school work
becomes poor and his interest in games and family life practically disappears,
then it is well worthwhile seeking advice. (This, again, may be a phase of
growing up but at the same time it is worth making sure before, if it is drugs,
experimentation becomes dependence.)
Why do Adolescents take Drugs? (no one is to blame)
There are too many answers to this question to give a comprehensive reply.
However, I shall turn to the three main ones with which I am familiar.
l. The Status Symbol. This is the same game that adults play of “keeping
up with the Jones” whether they can afford to or not. So, with young
people (and this begins at the age of 12 or 13) if their friends have tried
drugs, they must try drugs too.
2. Experimentation. To touch, see, listen to, smell or taste anything new is
a characteristic with which we are all born.
3. Escape. From the boredom of everyday life and/or from responsibility.
Problems that lead to dependence on drugs which may or may not lead
to the taking of the “hard” drugs include:
Environ-hem: The pressures and contradictions in present day life make the
old problem of “survival of the ﬁttest” even more true today. Broken
homes, illness, ﬁnancial problems all tend to lead towards (1) and (3)
above.
Changing social and moral values with which the young are trying to
keep up and which their elders are ﬁghting against are widening the gap
between the two generations, neither of which can understand or tolerate the
other.
The question “who am I”, “what do I want”, “where am I going”,
“what does this world have to offer me”, leads to frustration in the young.
Their parents’ inability to provide satisfactory answers leads them to guilt and
panic. They fall back on authoritarian methods of trying to force their will on
their children or give up trying and leave them without any structure at all.
Human nature rebels at unreasoning force and those who have not had the
experience of testing their own abilities, falling down and being encouraged to
try again instead of being carried, handling a set allowance and doing without
until the next is due, when they spend it all at once, do not have any faith in
their own abilities. A child needs to test itself as a girl or boy my imitating
the parent of the same sex and observing the relationships between his parents
from which he learns his pattern of how the sexes relate to each other. If
these roles are confusing, he too is confused. Perhaps he then joins others who
are confused. Drugs temporarily mask his confusion and in company of his
friends he “belongs”. He ﬁnds the answer to one of his questions anyway:
“What do “I want — drugs!”
Which Drugs?
All escapist drugs are illegal and all carry approximately equal penalties under
the law. Therefore taking or having in your possession these drugs can result
in trouble with the police. In Australia, the commonest illegally used drugs
are:
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 Addendum
While the ﬁrst and second parts of this paper are mainly statistical, the
third part has been written because of a deep concern at the growing number
of young people in the 13—15 year old age bracket who are experimenting
with drugs. These drugs may be available wherever young people meet and
these places include any school in almost any suburb. There is, as I believe, in
some places a misconception that there is only one “drug scene” and that this
is largely centered about Kings Cross or thereabouts. This may have been so a
year ago, but today there are “scenes” in a great number of suburbs as. well as
in country cities and towns. The pedlars and pushers have moved away and
sell their drugs elsewhere.
I have no time for pedlars or the “big boys” who make their living from
other people’s misery. For the pusher who is himself so “hooked” that he
must sell some of his supplies at a proﬁt in order to “live”, I have
understanding but little sympathy.
We are dealing with a contagious disease which is growing with rapidity.
Let us concentrate on the carriers but let us remember too that those who
have caught this psychological illness are sick, not evil, and treat them
accordingly.
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 SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE IMPACT OF DRUG LEGISLATION
Summary. R. M. DASH*
In this paper I refer to comments made at the previous seminar held in 1966
on major changes in legislation controlling drug use that were then impending.
Our experience following their introduction, and modifications made to drug
legislation as a result of that experience are discussed. Finally, some problem
areas requiring more attention in the future are outlined.
Introduction of Poisons Act 1966—1967
At the previous Seminar on Drug Abuse held in June and July 1966 I
referred to some major changes in control over distribution and use of drugs
liable to abuse that could be expected with the introduction of the new
Poisons Act in this State. These changes eventually came into force in
November, 1967, and it might be useful to commence by viewing in
retrospect some of the possible improvements in drug control that were then
forecast.
Two significant sections of the new legislation were singled out for
particular attention. The ﬁrst was a section prohibiting the possession without
authority of some drugs not classiﬁed internationally as drugs of addiction.
Possession of opiates (both natural and synthetic), cocaine and cannabis has
been controlled under international treaty for many years. However, it was
recognized that dependence upon and abuse of a number of drugs not subject
to control under the current treaty, the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs,
196], was a widespread problem in some overseas countries, and was
becoming a problem here also. It was forecast by myself and others that three
groups of drugs were being abused to a sufficient extent to warrant the
limitation of their possession so they would be legally available only for
legitimate medical and scientific purposes. These three groups of drugs were:
(a) Stimulants, e.g. amphetamine.
(b) Hypnotics and sedatives, e.g. barbiturates.
(c) Hallucinogens, e.g. LSD.
The second change of importance was the introduction of a system
involving individual authorization of medical practitioners to prescribe drugs of
addiction either for maintenance of addicts or for long term treatment of
patients with organic disease. Under this system a prescriber was required to
seek the authority of the Director-General of Public Health to prescribe any
drug of addiction for a person whom he considered to be an addict, or to
prescribe a drug of addiction for the continuous treatment of any other
person for a period exceeding two months. This provision was introduced
primarily to honour our international obligation to collect statistics on the
number of addicts in this country. It established a means of supervision over
the prescribing of narcotic drugs, so their indiscriminate use might be
prevented and the possibility of ' inducing addiction through unjustiﬁed
therapy greatly reduced. It also provided a means of assessing patients to
determine whether or not they should be classiﬁed as addicts, by setting up a
Medical Committee to advise the Director-General on the issue of an authority
in respect of each application in which the prescriber classiﬁed his patient as
an addict and any other application which the Director-General referred to the
*M.P.S., Senior Pharmacist, Poisons Branch, Department of Public Health.
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Hallucinogens
Unlike opiates, hallucinogens have a very limited medical andscientiﬁc use, and more restrictive control over their possession,distribution and use is possible. They have been classiﬁed for controlpurposes as drugs of addiction, and may only be obtained and used bypersons having a written authority from the Director of State PsychiatricServices. Such authorities are normally-issued only to specialist
psychiatrists.
In spite of this close control, however, there continues to be a
disturbing incidence of unauthorized use of hallucinogens, particularly
LSD. I think there are two reasons for this. The ﬁrst is the extreme
potency of LSD. It is effective in such minute doses that it can be easily
concealed and transported without detection. The second reason is the
attitude of the user. There are a number of aspiring intellectuals who see
LSD as a substance that expands the mind, heightens perception and
enhances creativity. Many of these persons look with disdain upon the
“junkie”, the person addicted to “hard” drugs, and will not themselves,
initially at least, use opiates.
Stimulants
Amphetamines and certain related compounds have been classified as
“prescribed restricted substances” under the new provision in the
Poisons Act referred to ”earlier. Certain records are required to be kept,
but not sufficient at present to make them accountable in the same way
as drugs of addiction. Authority to obtain and have possession of these
drugs is given to manufacturers, wholesale dealers, medical practitioners,
pharmacists, dentists, veterinary surgeons, persons engaged in research or
teaching and patients for whom they have been prescribed.
In spite of the limitation of authorized possession, stimulants
remain our greatest problem among drugs liable to abuse. The reasons
for this are many, the first being availability. Without some system of
accountability, prevention of illegal supply of drugs requires first-hand
evidence of purchase without proper authority. This is an extremely
inefficient means of dealing with a problem as great as the present
unlawful supply of stimulants. In addition, no licence or authority is
required to carry out the manufacture or wholesale distribution of any
restricted substance. This means that anyone can set himself up in
business as a manufacturer or wholesale distributor of amphetamines,
and we cannot be sure that we even know all the persons engaged in
this activity, let alone adequately supervise their transactions. A third
reason is a common belief that amphetamines are not addicting. This is
true only to the extent that they produce no physical withdrawal
symptoms other than the natural reaction due to delayed fatigue, as in
other respects they possess the characteristics of addicting drugs. An
extreme tolerance to amphetamines develops during continued use, and
persons dependent upon them exhibit the persistent craving for the drug
that is such a fundamental feature of addiction. \
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 Sedatives
Sedatives pose a rather different problem from the three groups of
drugs already mentioned. They do not produce dependence as readily as
opiates, although prolonged use in~ high doses can result in all the
classical signs of an addicting drug. They have a ﬁrm place in medical
treatment, and are consequently used quite widely. Their abuse appears
to be often associated with abuse of stimulants, where they seem to be
taken primarily to terminate a period of stimulant intoxication.
Initially, barbiturates were subject to controls similar to those
applied to amphetamines under the new Poisons Act. Amongst other
requirements, a prescription for a barbiturate had to be written on a
separate prescription form, which was retained by the pharmacist last
dispensing it. Because of the wide use of barbiturates for conditions
resulting from anxiety or tension, the additional prescription writing
involved brought a protest from the medical profession. This resulted in
modiﬁcation of the prescription requirements for barbiturates, although
their possession without authority remained an offence.
This experience pointed up the need for extreme care in drafting
legislation, maintaining a balance between the hazards of misuse or
abuse and the extent of legitimate use of a drug. Thus, it is possible to
apply "stricter controls to the amphetamine groups of drugs than to
barbiturates, as the former are subject to greater abuse and have a more
conﬁned therapeutic value than the latter.
Future Moves In Problem Areas
From the foregoing discussion three major problems can be seen
for which insufficient provision is yet apparent. This does not mean that
they have not been recognized. and some moves have in fact been made
to overcome the deﬁciencies described.
Reclassiﬁcation of stimulants
The possibility of controlling amphetamine, methylamphetamine
and certain related compounds as drugs. of addiction, instead of as
prescribed restricted substances, has been investigated. In the past it has
been customary to classify as drugs of addiction only those drugs
subject to international control. There was a departure from this
convention when hallucinogens were classiﬁed as drugs ‘of addiction
for control purposes. With a precedent such as this there is not such an
emotional barrier to the inclusion of another group of drugs not subject
to international control in the'list of drugs ofaddiction. There are two
problems here, however. The ﬁrst is the absence of reliable statistics on
the extent of therapeutic use and abuse of amphetamines. Arrangements
have been made for the recording of all imports of amphetamine and
methylamphetamine. From these ﬁgures, and from survey estimates of
the quantity of these drugs dispensed on prescription, some idea of the
relationship between the quantity used on medical authority and the
quantity distributed illegally may be possible.
The second problem 'is that unilateral control over amphetamines
is bound to have little success. It will therefOre be necessary to persuade
other States where drug abuse does not appear to be of the magnitude
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 that it is here that stricter control over manufacture, distribution and
use of amphetamines is desirable.
Classification of amphetamines as drugs of addiction would restrict
their continuous long term use through the need to obtain the authority
of the Director-General of Public Health. This could be either an
advantage or a disadvantage, depending upon the extent of their
legitimate use compared with the incidence of indiscriminate prescribing.
Licensing of manufacturers
Reference has previously been made to the fact that there is at
present no form of licensing or authorization for manufacturers and
wholesale distributors of amphetamines. This defect would be overcome
if that group of drugs were controlled as drugs of addiction. However,
lack of a licensing system for manufacture and wholesale distribution of
other potentially dependence-producing drugs such as the barbiturates
would still leave a large area of inadequate control. This is being
overcome indirectly in the course of introducing adequate standards of
manufacture for all medicinal preparations under a proposed Therapeutic
Goods Bill. Conditions imposed upon manufacturers and wholesale
distributors of therapeutic substances for the purpose of ensuring
adequate standards of hygiene in manufacturing and storage procedures,
adequate standards of purity and potency for therapeutic products, and
adequate records of distribution can also provide a means of identifying
persons engaged in these pursuits and a record of their transactions for
drug security purposes.
Education
Education is necessary in two distinct areas. Education of persons
engaged in prescribing and dispensing dependence-producing drugs, to
alert them to the dangers associated with their excessive or prolonged
use, is one major task. This can be undertaken by providing factual
information on the properties of these drugs and statistics on addiction.
The collection of data is a progressive task, and the epidemiology of
drug abuse and dependence is a field proposed for investigation by the
Health Department. As information is gathered and it becomes possible
to make reasonable deductions from that information the medical and
pharmaceutical professions can be informed and advised.
Effective education of members of ’the general public requires the
co-operation of many people engaged in health and teaching fields.
Devising material that can be used to inform the public and properly
inﬂuence the attitude of young people in particular is a specialized task.
In conjunction with other people concerned with drug distribution and
use, we have prepared notes for use by teachers in the secondary school
curriculum. These notes have been transcribed into a suitable form by
the Health Department’s Division of Health Education, and should soon
be available to secondary school teachers. A leaﬂet has also been
prepared for distribution to young people who may be at risk, to inform
them of the dangers inherent in the use of dependence-producing drugs
without adequate medical supervision.
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 I consider education to be an extremely important weapon in the
ﬁght against drug addiction. It is for this reason that we have devoted so
much attention to this aspect of preventive work. It is for this reason
also that I am pleased to have this opportunity to discuss problems
associated with drug addiction and drug abuse with other persons who
are also concerned about present trends in drug use. V
Education must not be confused with publicity however. I
consider that sensational publicity, particularly in the mass media, serves
only to stimulate a curiosity in drugs and drug abuse. This can lead to
experimentation with drugs and the development of latent instability}
The type of publicity often given to drugs even serves to advertise
possible sources of drugs to potential drug users. . .
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SOME ASPECTS OF DRUG DEPENDENCY (INCLUDING ALCOHOLISM)
IN VICTORIA SINCE JUNE 1966
A. A. Bartholomew*
I intend, for the purposes of this paper, to consider under the general
heading of “drugs” the substance ethyl alcohol. Quite apart from the fact that
there is no valid pharmacological reason for separating ethyl alcohol from all
other substances contained in the pharmacopoeia, another reason for
considering ethyl alcohol with the “drugs” is that a new Act has been passed
by the Victorian State Parliament: The Alcoholics and Drug Dependent
Persons Act, 1968.
The Alcoholics and Drug Dependent Persons Act, 1968.
There is not a great deal of value in going through the Act in very great
detail. However, it is worth more than a passing glance as it undoubtedly sets
out the general thinking in terms of the problems posed by the alcoholic and
drug dependent person. Rather than attempt to set out the contents of the
Act in terms of evaluation and criticism, I have attached a copy of the Act to
this paper. It may be seen that the Government is thinking in terms of an
assessment and reception centre which will screen the whole of the presenting
problem and then allow of the channelling of the alcoholics and drug
dependent persons into one of a 'whole spectrum of treatment techniques —
in-patient, out-patient units; centres for the infirm; and detention centres for
those involved in criminal proceedings. Further, it is intended that such
facilities will be provided by the State but that they may be augmented by
private centres. Admission will be either voluntary or private except that the
courts themselves may initiate admission in suitable cases in offenders or
others appearing in court proceedings. One facility not speciﬁcally spelt out or
noted in the Act is the notion of a detoxification centre; a facility
enthusiastically espoused by Rankin (1968) and considered by him to be of
the highest priority in any programme concerned with alcoholism and drug
dependency.
One possible criticism of the Act relates to the definition of a drug
dependent person as compared with the deﬁnition offered for the alcoholic.
Both deﬁnitions use the phrase “lost the power of self-control”; a phrase that.
might well cause considerable difﬁculty in the courts in the future. Lawyers
have for long been aware of the problems posed by irresistible impulse — was
the impulse irresistible (loss of power of self-control)" or was the impulse not
resisted (self control was not exercised). However, in the case of “Alcoholic”
the additional words “or to such an extent as to endanger the health safety or
welfare of himself or other persons” are found. One wonders why a deﬁnition
for both alcoholism and drug dependency might not have been used that was
based on the World Health Organization suggested for the alcholic:
Alcoholics (drug dependents) are those excessive drinkers {drug
takers) whose dependence upon alcohol (drugs) has attained such a
degree that it shows a noticeable disturbance or an interference
with their bodily and mental health, their interpersonal relations,
and their smooth social and economic functioning: or who show
the prodromal signs of such developments. They therefore require
treatment.
*M.B., B.S.(London), D.P.M.(London), M.A.N.Z.C.P., Psychiatrist Superintendent, H.M.
Prison Pentridge and Alexandra Clinic, Melbourne.
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 Drug Abuse/Dependency in Victoria Over the Last Two Years
Since the seminar (June/July 1966) we have become ever more drug
conscious and it will be recalled that prior to the last seminar we were
constrained to Write:
“The problem of drug taking among the population that ends up
in prison is becoming so great that we are now convinced of the
necessity of all prisoners on reception being investigated in terms
of a biochemical urinalysis. ” (Bartholomew, 1967).
In other words we were aware of the drug problem and we were looking
out for the drug using prisoner, and offenders generally. In 1967 we published
an article setting out some of the features of four cases of progressive drug
abuse (Bartholomew and Reynolds, 1967) with a further five cases as an
addendum. However, since that time‘the number of “drug taking offenders”
has decreased and the number of drug dependent persons seen in H.M.P.
Pentridge are few and are perhaps seen at the rate of about six to 12 per
annum. In spite of this we are still concerned with the problem of drug taking
in the offender population. The cases that we see in quite‘considerable
numbers are not appropriately termed drug dependent: a better term might
be casual and occasional drug abuse. Clearly the terms casual and occasional
are difﬁcult to define and the area covered by such terms must be
considerable. One may recognize a spectrum at one end of which a drug’is
taken once or twice, perhaps as “curiosity behaviour”, whilst the other pole
represents those very close to dependency. The person abusing the drug close
to the extent that one may properly consider the state to be a dependency is
the interstate driver. He may only drive with a supply of amphetamines,
maybe ten 5 mgm tablets of methedrine per day but will not take any tables
when not engaged in driving (Bartholomew, 1968).
Another feature of our drug abusers is that apart from taking a drug
very irregularly and demonstrating little in the way of dependency to that
drug, they tend to indulge casually with a whole variety of drugs — sedatives,
stimulants, hallucinogens etc. Often alcohol is used in the same rather casual
manner. Not only do many of these people take a large variety of drugs but
they can often be “carried” for a long while with placebos with the
appearance of the different active drugs they have in the past taken. Such
persons are often properly termed psychopathic and one might reasonably say
that the whole problem is one of psychopathy; any drug taking (drug abuse)
being only symptomatic in exactly the same manner as is their work shyness
and sexual promiscuity.
One cannot be dogmatic about such matters, but it is our impression
that the majority of the drug abusers are charged with offences other than
possession of drugs. On the other hand most of the truly “drug-dependent”
(or close to that state) are found charged with “possession”. If this be
accepted, then some idea of the incidence of drug dependency (and the
changing incidence of dependency) may be noted from the conviction rates
for “being in possession”. The most recent figures we have been able to
obtain indicate the following picture:
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Convictions for Aged under Age under 25 years
Possession 25 years having morphine
type drug
1965 60 5 1
1967 160 60 12
(See Kyte-Powell, 1968 and Bartholomew, A. A., 1968b}
Two or three matters‘ should be commented upon regarding these
figures. Firstly, the figures overall, relating to those under 25 years and
concerning the under 25’s with morphine type drugs are all increasing — an
increase between some 2% and twelve times. However, although to talk of
such increases may sound as though the drug problem was becoming serious
one must remember that the base line ﬁgures are very small, e.g. 1 and 5, so
that a 21/2 or 12 times increase has little meaning in absolute numbers. Then
again, with such small numbers luck, or police enthusiasm etc., may well
inﬂate these numbers and give a fallacious impression. It must be realized that
we are not saying that these ﬁgures represent the true incidence of drug
dependency in Victoria; the “true” ﬁgure would be very much greater. We are
suggesting that whilst there may well be an increase in the drug dependency
problem nevertheless it is by no means a catastrophic situation. When one
reads a “headline” such as “Alarm on Schoolgirl Pep Pills" (Herald, 11.11.66)
alarm may well be engendered, perhaps appropriately, but it is quite unfair to
attempt to equate school girls trying out various “pep pills” (these particular
pills contained caffeine) with a meaningful drug dependency problem in our
society. One, of course, is properly concerned with the general attitude
toward drugs adopted by our whole community and it may be that outside
“'drug dependency” we are becoming something of a drug orientated society
so that the school girls are seduced into experimenting with drugs because of
our general approach and the publicity given to the drug taking habit. It is of
interest that Sen. Det. Kyte-Powell was reported as saying “he believed there
had been a slackening of illegal drug taking in Melbourne over the past few
months. This belief was supported by the fact that there had been no
breakings into pharmaceutical institutions for several months. These are some
of the most heartening ﬁgures I have seen for some time” (Age, 21.6.67).
One may certainly recognize that there is an increasing drug dependency
problem in England, with particular reference to the so called “hard drugs”
and it may be that there is a real, and increasing problem in Sydney (and thus
New South Wales) —— see “Teeners Caught in Drug Raids” (Age, 15.10.68) —
but there is little evidence that Victoria has a large or rapidly increasing
problem. There is, of course, need for careful vigilance and a need for concern
regarding the general drug taking habits of the community but I cannot at the
present time see that many drug dependent persons will be dealt with under
the provisions of the Alcoholic and Drug Dependent Persons Act.
Under the Act it would seem that the drug “user” (dependency Or
abuser) will be dealt with at the detention centre level, which is likely to be a
“specified-part of any . . .. penal establishment within the meaning of the
Guols Act 1958....” (55(2)). The psychopath, which most of the abusers
and many of the dependents are, are hardly likely to be considered, by
definition, “infirm” (s.4(d)) and are not likely to be susceptible to treatment
in residential centres for rehabilitation (s.4(e)).
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 At the present time I see the'nee‘d for maintained and increased
vigilance regarding the alcohol and drug problem in general; a need for careful
control of all drugs, soft and. hard (including matters relating to the
prescribing of drug: by doctors); 11 need to consider the question of drug
advertising and the sensationalistic reporting of drug cases; and a programme
within the educational setting concerned with these matters. We have: i
believe, had some worthwhile results from a number of talks we have given in
the various schools in the State of Vict01i.a ‘These may be to the whole school
during or after the morning assembly, may be to thesenior students and may
be run more on the lines of 'a seminar or tutorial to such groups as
matriculation students This programme of “educating” is going forward and
will without doubt be increased and is undertaken with the endorsement of
the Department of Mental Health
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No. 7772.
An Act to repeal the Inebrz'ates Act 1958, to make further
Provision. for. the Treatment and Rehabilitation
of Alcoholics and Drug-dependent Persons and
for Purposes connected therewith.
[18th December, 1968.]
BE it enacted by the Queen’s Most Excellent" Majesty by and' “
with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
the Legislative Assembly of Victoria in this present Parliament
assembled and by the authority of the same as follows (that is ,
to say) :—
 
1. (1) This Act may be cited as the Alcoholics and Drug-dependent Short title.
Persons Act 1968.
(2) The several provisions of this Act shall come into operation Commence-
on the day or the respective days to be ﬁxed by proclamation or mem‘
successive proclamations of the Governor in Council published in
the Government Gazette.
2. The Inebriates Act 1958 is hereby repealed. Renealof
No. 6278.
3. In this Act unless inconsistent with the context or Interpretations.
subject-matter—
“Alcoholic ” means a person who habitually uses intoxicating "Alcoholic."
liquor to such an extent that he has lost the power of
self-control with respect to the use of intoxicating
liquor or 'to such an extent as to endanger the health
safety or welfare of himself or other persons.
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“Detention centre” means any gaol or part of a'gaol
appointed under this Act to be a detention centre for
the detention, safe custody and treatment of persons
convicted for offences in respect of which drunkenness
or drug addiction is a necessary part 'or condition or
contributed to the commission of the offence.
“Drug of addiction” means any drug of addiction or
speciﬁed drug within the meaning of the Poisons Act
1962. _ .
“ Drug-dependent person means a. person who habitually
uses drugs of addiction to such an extent that he has
lost the power of self-control with respect to the use
ofc :ugs of addiction.
means Inspector
appointed under section 19.
“ Treatment centre ” means any clinic or residential centre
for the care of inﬁrm alcoholics and drug-dependent
persons or any clinic or residential centre for the
rehabilitation of alcoholics and drug-dependent persons
but does not include a detentioncentre.
“ Welfare oﬂicer” means a welfare ofﬁcer appointed by
the Governor in Council pursuant to the provisions of
section 6.
3’
of. Treatment Centres.
Treatment Services.
4. Subject to this Act and to thesupervision and control of
the Minister of Health the‘ following services shall be provided
or the following institutions est'a'blished'and maintained for the
care and treatment of persons who are or are likely to become
alcoholics or drug-dependent persons and for their rehabilitation
into the community——
(a) research and preventive services ;"
(b) day hospitals out-patient and community services;
' (c) reception and assessment centres for receiving assessing
andclassifying alcoholics and drug-dependent persons;
(d) clinics and residential centres for the care of inﬁrm
alcoholiCs and drug-dependent persons;
(e) clinics and residential centres for the rehabilitation of
alcoholics and drug--dependent persons; '
(f) hostels for the accommodation for limited periods of
rehabilitated alcbhdlics and ‘d'rug-dependentpersons;
(g) detention Centres for the detention, safe custody and
treatment of persons convicted for oﬂ'ences1n respect
of which drunkenness or diug addictionIS a necessary
part or condition. or contributed to the commission
1 ‘ of the offence; 4 .
i (h) such other services as- the Minister thinks -.ﬁt
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S. (I) For the purposes of this Act the Governor in Council
may from time to time by notice published in the Government
Gazette appoint places establishments or institutions to be—
(a) assessment centres for the reception and classiﬁcation
of alcoholics and drug-dependent persons;
(b) residential centres for the care and treatment of inﬁrm
alcoholics and drug-dependent persons;
(c) residential centres for the rehabilitation of alcoholics
and drug—dependent persons ;
(d) detention centres for the detention, safe custody and
treatment of persons convicted for offences in respect
of which drunkenness or drug addiction is a necessary
part or condition or contributed to the commission
of the offence—
and may in the like manner revoke or alter any such appointment
but the appointment of any place establishment or institution not
wholly maintained by the State shall not be revoked or altered
unless the persons having the care and management thereof have
ﬁrst had an opportunity of being heard by the Minister in relation
to the revocation or alteration.
(2) The whole or any speciﬁed part of any gate] or penal
establishment within the meaning of the Gaols Act 1958 may,
with the approval of the Chief Secretary, be appointed to be a
detention centre for the purposes of this Act but shall not thereby
cease to be a gnol or penal establishment (as the casemay
be) and shall remain under the control and supervision of the
Director-General of Social Welfare in accordance with the
provisions of the Gaols Act 1958 and the regulations. made
thereunder.
("s
i» the medical oﬂ‘icer in charge of an assessment centre
shzié‘ 't a legally qualiﬁed medical practitioner experienced in
pvwinﬂry.
/ 4.'z‘v The Governor in Council may by proclamation published
in the Government Gazette exempt from the operation of all or P
any at the provisions of this Act or the regulations any speciﬁed
part of any place establishment or institution appointed to be
a centre for the purposes of this Act.
_ 6. (1) With the approval of the Minister the services of any
medical otﬁcer or of any other oﬂicer or employé of the Mental
Hygiene Branch of the Department of Health who is qualiﬁed
to assist in the treatment or rehabilitation of alcoholics or
drug—dependent persons may be used in such treatment or
rehabilitation.
‘ 3 (2) Subject to the Public Service Act ‘1958 there may be
appointed such welfare ofﬁcers and other ofﬁcers and employés
as are necessary for carrying this .Act- into effect. -
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7. (1) Any person may on his own behalf or on behalf of any
body corporate or unincorporate apply to the Minister for a licence
to conduct a private treatment centre for the care of infirm
alcoholics or drug-dependent persons or for the rehabilitation of‘r
alcoholics or drug-dependent persons in any premises speciﬁed
in the application.
(2) 1f the Minister is satisﬁed that the premises are suitable for
use as such a centre and that the proposed arrangements for its
management and stafﬁng are satisfactory he may grant the applicant
a licence subject to any conditions limitations or restrictions he
thinks ﬁt and that are expressed in or referred to in the licence.
(3) All persons admitted to a private treatment centre licensed
under this section shall be admitted in the same circumstances
and in the same manner as persons admitted to centres conducted
and maintained at public expense and the holding of patients in
such private treatment centres shall be subject to the same
provisions as apply to the holding of alcoholics and drug-dependent
persons in treatment centres conducted and maintained at public
expense.
(4) Any licence issued by the Minister under this section may
be revoked by the Minister by notice in writing served on the
holder of the licence personally or by post or may be surrendered
by the holder. .
(5) A licence under this section shall not be revoked unless—
(a) the Inspector has submitted a report recommending the
revocation of the licence; and
(b) the licensee——
(i) has had one months notice of intention to
revoke the licence and of the grounds for
such revocatiOn ; and ' '
(ii) has had an opportunity of being heard by the
Minister on the question of such revocation.
8. (l) The Governor in Council. may appoint ﬁt any proper
persons not oﬂicers of the public service or medical other“ of the
Mental Hygiene Branch of the Department of Health {9 be oliicial
visitors to any treatment centre appointed or licensed under this
Act and may remove any person so appointed.
(2) An ofﬁcial visitor shall hold ofﬁce for a period of ﬁve
1 years from the date of .his appointment and may .as often as he
thinks ﬁt but not less than once in any month visit any treatment
centre appointed or licensed undertthisAct without any prexious
notice anddshall make special visitsgvhcn so directed. by the
Minister. ' . ,
\
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(3) When visiting a treatment centre an ofﬁcial visitor may
inspect any part of the centre and any building within the curtilage
of the centre and may make such inquiries as he thinks ﬁt from
any person (whether employed or detained therein or otherwise)
concerning the detention of any person in the centre.
(4) Oiﬁcial visitors shall report to the Minister——
(a) with respect to special visits—within such time and in
such manner as the Minister directs ; and
(b) with respect to other visits—in writing as occasion
requires but at least once in every period of six
months—
and shall be entitled to receive such fees and allowances as are
prescribed.
Voluntary Admission to a Centre.
9. A person voluntarily seeking treatment for alcoholism or
drug addiction may apply at an assessment centre for admission
to the centre and if admitted may be held until not more than two
- clear days after he submits application in writing to the medical
_ofﬁcer in charge of the assessment centre for his release or, in
the absence of any such application, until the medical ofﬁcer in
charge of the assessment centre thinks he should be discharged.
10. A person may voluntarily seek admission to a residential
treatment centre appointed or licensed under this Act but every
'perSon who is so admitted shall undertake to stay in the treatment
centre and‘ may be held in the centre for a period of three calendar
months after his admission thereto.
Private Admission to a Centre.
11. (1) Upon complaint made to a judge of the Supreme Court
or of the County Court or to a stipendiary magistrate that a
person is an alcoholic or a drug—dependent person and upon
evidence (including at least one certiﬁcate in the prescribed form
from a legally qualiﬁed medical practitioner who has examined
such person within forty-eight hours prior to such complaint)
making it appear to the judge or magistrate that such person is
- an alcoholic or a drug-dependent person the judge or magistrate
may make an order directing that the person complained against
do attend at and be admitted to an assessment centre and there
remain for a period of seven days and, if the medical ofﬁcer in
charge of the assessment centre so directs, for a further period
of seven days after such ﬁrst-mentioned period.
(2)‘A complaint under sub-section (1) may be made only——
(a) by the husband or wife of the person complained of or
by one of his parents ;
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(b) by a partner in business ;
(c) by a brother sister son or daughter of full age ;
(d) by a member of the police force of or above the rank
"of senior constable or for the time being in charge
of a police station ; or
(e) by a welfare officer.
(3) Where it appears to a judge or magistrate as aforesaid that
any person who has been directed to attend at an assessment centre
for examination in pursuance of the provisions of sub-section (1)
has failed without reasonable excuse to attend the assessment
centre within the time speciﬁed in the order the judge or magistrate
may issue his warrant commanding a member of the police force to
take and convey such person to an assessment centre named in the
warrant and deliver him to the ofﬁcer in charge thereof for the
purposes of such an examination and for so doing a warrant issued
under this sub-section shall be sufﬁcient authority.
(4) A member of the police force executing a warrant issued
under sub-section (3) shall not in any way be liable for anything
necessarily done by him in the course of executing the warrant
and the ofﬁcer in charge of the assessment centre may detain such
person for the purpose of making an examination as to whether
or not he, is an alcoholic or a drug-dependent person.
(5) At the end of the period or periods referred to in sub-section
(1) (as the case may be) a person admitted to an assessment centre
in pursuance of an order under sub-section (1) shall be discharged
unless sooner committed to a treatment .centre as provided for in
section 12 or ordered by the judge or magistrate who made the
order under sub-section (1) to be retained in the assessment
Centre for treatment. ..
12. (1) Where two legally qualiﬁed medical practitioners have
certiﬁed by certiﬁcates in writing in the prescribed form that any
person admitted to an assessment centre under section 11 is an
alcoholic or a drug-dependent person and the medical ofﬁcer in
charge of the centre is of the same opinion the medical ofﬁcer in
charge may-if he is satisﬁed that such person is suitable for
treatment in a treatment centre by order in writing commit him
to a treatment centre for treatment.
(2) For the purposes of this section “ medical ofﬁcer in charge
of an assessment centre” includes any‘medical ofﬁcer engaged
or employed at the centre who is authorized in writing by the
medical ofﬁcer in charge of the centre to make examinations for
the purposes of this section and to commit persons to treatment
centres for treatment.
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: (3) A person committed to a treatment centre under sub-section gagging?“
i (1) of this section for treatment as an alcoholic or a drug-dependent
person shall be entitled to appeal against the order for his
commitment in.all respects as if the order of the medical ofﬁcer
committing such person to a treatment centre were an order made
by the judge or magistrate who directed such person under
sub-section (1) of section 11 to attend the assessment centre from
which he was so committed and as if the judge or magistrate made
the order in the course of some duly appointed sitting of the
Supreme Court, the County Court, or a- court of petty sessions
(as the case requires) in the place where the order under sub-section-
(1) of section 11 was made.
13. (1) Without in any way limiting or derogating from the :ggfzﬁm
provisions of sub-section (6) of section 92 of the Justices Act 1958 '
with respect to release on recognizance or the provisions of Division
1 of Part IV. of the Crimes,Act 1958 with respect to release on
probation where a person—
(a) is convicted by a court and sentenced to a term of
imprisonment for any offence in respect of which
drunkenness or drug addiction is a necessary part or
condition or contributed to the commission of the
offence; and
(b) the court is satisﬁed by evidence on oath that the person
convicted habitually uses intoxicating liquor or drugs
of addiction to excess—
the court may order the person convicted to be released upon his
entering into a recognizance in a reasonable amount; whether
with or without sureties, conditioned that the person convicted do
seek treatment in a treatment centre whether as an in-patient or
as an out-patient for such period not less than six months nor
more than two years as the court thinks ﬁt and ﬁxes by the order
and that he abstain from using alcoholic liquors or drugs of
addiction unless with the authority of a legally qualiﬁed medical
practitioner for such further period as the court thinks ﬁt and
ﬁxes by the order.
' (2) Where a recognizance is entered into under this section ggfﬁgeiigle
the oﬁender shall be released from custody but shall be liable to to undergo
be committed to prison to undergo his sentence .under the “mm“
circumstances hereinafter mentioned. .
.(3) Where it appears to a justice by information on oath that Procedure on
a personreleased upon a recognizance under this section has failed mm"
to observe any of the conditions of his recognizance the justice
may issue arsummons under his hand requiring that person to
-attend before the. judge magistrateor justices who released him
upon the recognizance or, if such attendance be not practicable
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within a reasonable time, before a court of petty sessions to be
dealt with according to law or may issue a warrant under his hand
to apprehend the person and bring him before such judge magistrate
justices or court to be dealt with according to law.
(4) The provisions of section 23 of the Justices Act 1958 shall
apply to every such summons.
(5) The judge magistrate justices or court before whom or
which a person is so summoned or brought may upon being
satisﬁed by evidence that the person has failed to observe any of
the conditions of his recognizance adjudge him to be guilty of
misbehaviour for which the recognizance shall be forfeited and may
direct that the person be committed to prison for the term of
imprisonment aforesaid.
(6) The judge or magistrate or one of the justices (as the case
requires) may sign any warrant for the committal of such a person
to prison and the period of imprisonment after such committal
shall begin as from the day on which the offender was committed
to prison, if he is then before the court: and if not, then from the
date of his subsequent arrest.
(7) If any person released upon a recognizance under this
section has not during the period limited by his recognizance
been so adjudged guilty of misbehaviour in respect of any failure
during such period to observe any of the conditions of his
recognizance he shall [p50 facro be discharged from his original
sentence.
(8) A court shall not make an order under sub-section (1)
without ﬁrst considering a report by a medical ofﬁcer of an
assessment centre as to the mental and physical condition of the
person convicted and his suitability for treatment in a treatment
centre as an in-patient or as an out-patient or otherwise (as the
case may be).
(9) A court making an order under sub-section (1) may give
such directions as it thinks ﬁt as to the supervision and treatment
of the alcoholic or drug-dependent person in the treatment centre
and may vary or revoke any such direction.
(10) Where the Inspector is satisﬁed that any person released
upon a recognizance under this section is ﬁt to be discharged from
a treatment centre before the expiration of the period of treatment
ﬁxed by the court the Inspector may report accordingly to the
court which released him on the recognizance and the court may,
if it is satisﬁed that such person has observed the other conditions
of the recognizance, discharge him from further liability under the.
recognizance or, if it is not so satisﬁed, discharge him from the‘
condition that he seek treatment in a treatmcu: centre and
thereupon the recognizance shall otherwise continue in full force
and effect. ~
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Commitml to Detention Centres.
14. (1) Where a person——
(a) is convicted by a court of petty sessions for any offence
in respect of which drunkenness is a necessary part
or condition or contributed to the commission of
the offence and it appears to the court that the
person convicted has thrice within the preceding
twelve months been convicted of such offences .;
(b) is convicted by a court of petty sessions for any offence
’ in respect of which drug-addiction is a necessary
part or condition or contributed to the commission
of the oﬁeiice and it appears to the court that the
person convicted has thrice within the preceding
twelve months been convicted of such offences ; or
(c) is convicted on indictment for any offence in respect
of which drunkenness or drug—addiction is a necessary
part or condition or contributed to the commission
of the offence—
and the court is satisﬁed by evidence on oath that the person is.
an alcoholic or drug-dependent person the court may, in lieuof
any sentence of imprisonment it would impose (but fOr the
provisions of this section or in addition to any such sentence,“
commit tlie‘person convicted to a detention centre for such period]
not less than six months 'nor more than three years as the court
thinks ﬁt and ﬁxes by the order.
_ (2) A court shall not make an order under this section
committing a person to a detention centre without ﬁrst considering
a report by a medical ofﬁcer of an assessment centre as to the
mental and physical condition of the personlconvicted and his.
suitability for treatm‘ent'in a detention centre and for the purpose
of obtaining such a report may direct that the person convicted
be admitted to an assessment centre for such period'as the court
thinks ﬁt and commit him to gaol from the expiration'of that
period until the submission of‘ the report or may release him upon
his 'entering'into a recOgnizance for a'reasonable ambunt'and
with or without sureties conditioned for his'app'earing at the comrt'
\vhen‘called upon so to do. -.
(3) For the purposes of Part V. of the Justices Act 1958 with
respect to appeals a person committed to a detention centre under
this section in lieu of a Sentence of imprisonment shall be deemed
to have been sentenced to imprisonment.
(4) For the purposes of-the Gaels Act 1958 any person committed
to a detention centre under this section in lieu of or in addition
to a sentence of imprisonment shall whilst he is undergoing inthe
detention centre the period of committal ﬁxed by the order be.
deemed to be serving a sentence of imprisonment in a gaol.
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Special Magistrates.
“MW“ 15. (1) The Governor in Council may from time to timespecial
masistmtes- appoint any stipendiary magistrate to be a special magistrate for
the purposes of this Act and may revoke any such appointment.
(2) A person who has been resident in a treatment centre for
,a period of not less than six months and who has not made request
under this section within the previous twenty-eight days may
request the medical ofﬁcer in charge of the treatment centre to
send a certiﬁcate as to his mental and physical state to a
special magistrate and thereupon the medical ofﬁcer shall within
forty—eight hours after receiving such a request send a certiﬁcate
in the prescribed form with respect to such person to the special
magistrate together with the request of such person or a copy
thereof.
(3) Any special magistrate who receives such a request shall
without delay inquire into the case of the person concerned and
for that purpose may visit the treatment centre, may call for
and examine certiﬁcates and papers concerning the person under
treatment, may interviewthe person or.require the ofﬁcial visitors
to do so and report to him and may ask: the medical ofﬁcer in
charge thereof to show cause why the person concerned should
not be discharged therefrom.
(4) A special magistrate may, after discussing the case of any
such person with the Inspector, order the discharge of such
person and he shall be discharged accordingly.
General. .
Medical 16. (1) A medical practitioner who signs a medical certiﬁcate
Eéaggéggyjbasis supporting, any complaint or committal,_to be made under this
' Act or for any other purpose provrded in this Act shall specrfy
therein .the facts upon which he has formed his opinion that the
person to~ .whom the certiﬁcate relates is an alcoholic or a
drug-dependent person (as the case requires) and shall distinguish
in the certiﬁcate facts observed by himself from facts communicated
, to him byothers and no order shall be made under this Act upon
a' certiﬁcate which purports to be founded only upon facts
communicated by others. .
21:33:33)“ch (2) Except as otherwise provided in this. Act a certiﬁcate or
notfhosiisn other authority supporting the'admission of a person to an
061'] C3 25 ES
to relatives, assessment centre or treatment centreshall not be’ valid if it is
&°' signed by a medical practitioner who is—
(a) a relative or guardian of that person ; ‘
(b) the person by whom complaint is made under this Act ;
(c) in the case of admission to a private treatment centre
the licensee, resident medical practitioner of, or a
medical practitioner regularly visiting, the centre;
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(d)a partner, principal, assistant, or relative, of the
‘licensee of a private treatment centre;
(9) a partner, principal, assistant, or relative, of any other
medical practitioner signing the certiﬁcate or other
authority or request to admit.
(3) Every medical practitioner who falsely states or certiﬁes
anything in any certiﬁcate or other authority under this Act, and
any person who signs any certiﬁcate or other authority under this
\ct in which he describes himself as a medical practitioner, he
not then being a legally qualiﬁed medical practitioner, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanour.
(-l) A medical practitioner who signs a medical certiﬁcate in
wntravention of the provisions of sub-section (2) shall be guilty
of an offence against this section.
Penalty : $500 or imprisonment for six months.
(5) The provisions of section 28 of the Evidence Act 1958
prohibiting a physician or surgeon who has attended a person
from divulging without the consent of that person any information
acquired in attending the person shall not apply with respect to
any proceedings under this Act.
17. (l) A person against whom a complaint is made under this
Act shall be served a reasonable time in the circumstances before
the hearing with a copy of the complaint and a copy of every
medical certiﬁcate proposed to be relied upon in support of the
tomplaint. shall be afforded an opportunity of being heard in
rotation to the complaint and shall be entitled to examine witnesses
and to adduee evidence in answer to the complaint.
(2) For the purpose of aﬁbrding a person an opportunity of
being heard in relation to a complaint a judge or magistrate shall
direct that the person complained against be brought before him
at any time whether in court or in chambers.
18. (1) Any person detained in an assessment centre or a
treatment centre under the provisions of this Act who escapes from
the centre or from any attendant or member of the police force in
whose custody or under whose control he is for the time being
may without further or other authority than this Act be apprehended
by any member of the police force or any ofﬁcer appointed under
this Act to the treatment service and returned to his place of
detention or his former custody or control.
(2) Any person employed in an assessment centre or treatment
centre who through wilful neglect or connivance permits any
person detained in the centre under the provisions of this Act
to quitor escape from such centre or to be at large without
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authority under this Act or who secretes or abets or c
onnives
at the escape of any such person shall be guilty of an
offence
against this section.
Penalty : $250 or imprisonment for three months.
19. (1) For the purposes of this Act the Governor in C
ouncil
may appoint the Chief Medical Ofﬁcer of the Mental
Hygiene
Branch of the Department of Health or some other le
gally
qualiﬁed medical practitioner to be Inspector of Treatmen
t Centres
with such powers and duties as are conferred or impose
d upon
him by this Act or by the regulations made under this
Act.
(2) The Governor in Council may at any time revoke
the
appointment of any person as Inspector and, subjec
t to the
provisions of sub-section (1), may appoint another person
to be
Inspector in his stead.
(3) For the purpose of examining whether .the provis
ions of
this Act and the regulations made under this Act
are being
complied with the Inspector may enter any assessme
nt centre
or' treatment centre appointed or licensed under this Ac
t at all
reasonable times for making any examination and may
bring with
him such assistants as he considers necessary in the circ
umstances.
20. (1) Except in the case of a person released on recog
nizance
under sub-section (1) of section 13 or where otherwis
e ordered
by the Inspector under sub-section (4) the medical ofﬁcer
in charge
of a treatment centre may order the discharge of any
alcoholic
or drug-dependent person detained therein or allowed to
be absent
therefrom upon trial leave' or parole or boarded out
from such
centre.
(2) Subject to sub-section (10) of section 13 the Insp
ector may
order the discharge from a treatment centre of an
y person he
thinks ﬁt to be discharged.
(3) Except in the case of a person released on a re
cognizance
under sub-section (1) of section 13 but notwithstand
ing any other
provision to the contrary in this or any other Act the
Mental Health
Authority may of its own motion order the discharge
of anyperson
from a treatment centre where it is Satisﬁed that the
person does
' not require further treatment and he shall be discharg
ed accordingly.
(4) Subject to sub—section (3) the Inspector may
order the
further treatment and detention of any person pro
posed to be
' diScharged under sub-section (1) before the expiration o
f the period
for which he might be detained under this 'Act. ' '
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21. (1) Any 'person who without the authority of the medical
ofﬁcer in charge of the treatment of an alcoholic or drug-dependent
person in an assessment centre or a treatment centre supplies or
attempts to supply that person with intoxicating liquor or a drug of
addiction shall be guilty of an oﬂ'ence.
Penalty : $1,000 or imprisonment for twelve months.
(2) Any person who knowingly supplies or attempts to supply
any person on trial leave from a treatment‘centre with intoxicating
liquor or a drug of addiction shall be guilty of an offence.
Penalty : $500 or imprisonment for six months.
22. (1) Any person who without the permission of the court
or magistrate (the burden of proof whereof shall be on such person)
publishes a report of any proceedings under this Act shall be
guilty of an offence.
Penalty : $250 or imprisonment for three months.
(2) A .report published in contravention of sub-section (1) shall
not in any action for defamation be taken to be privileged.
23. Any person employed in an assessment centre or treatment
centre who without reasonable cause strikes wounds ill-treats or
wilfully neglects any person detained therein shall be guilty of a
misdemeanour and shall be liable to imprisonment for a term of
not more than three years.
24. (I) The medical officer in charge of a treatment centre
may permit any person being treated therein to be absent on trial
leave or on his own parole for such periods not exceeding seven
days as the medical oﬁicer in charge thinks ﬁt or, with the
approval of the Inspector, for a longer period and may from time
to time without the return .of such person review such trial leave
or parole or discharge such person.
(2) Any trial leave or parole granted may be made subject
to such conditions limitations and restrictions as the medical
ofﬁcer in charge of the centre or the Inspector (as the case may
be) thinks ﬁt.
25. (1) An alcoholic or a drug—dependent person resident in
a treatment centre may by order of the Inspector be committed
to the care of a person named in such order to reside and board
with such person.
(2) An alcoholic or a drug-dependent person so boarded out
shall be subject to this Act to the same extent as if he were
still resident in a treatment centre.
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Transfer of 26. (1) The Inspector may by duplicate order in wr
iting under
5333.)?” his hand addressed to and left with the medical o
fficer in charge
of any residential centre appointed or licensed under this
Act
direct the transfer of any alcoholic or drug-dependent pe
rson
from one residential centre to another similar centre.
(2) Such order shall be a sufﬁcient authority for the transfer
of an alcoholic or a drug-dependent person and for his admissi
on
into the centre to which he is ordered to be transferred.
(3) In every such case the alcoholic or drug-dependent person
shall be placed under the control of an oﬂicer belonging
to one
of the centres concerned and shall remain under such con
trol
until his transfer is duly effected. ‘
(4) In no case shall a person under the powers conferred by
this section be transferred—
(a) from a centre wholly maintained by the State to a
private treatment centre ; or
(b) from a private treatment centre to any other treatment
centre—
except upon a request in writing addressed to the Inspector an
d—
(i) signed by the person who signed the request on which
the, person was in the ﬁrst instance admitted into
a centre established under this Act ; or
(ii) in the case of the death or incapacity of such person—
signed by‘the husband or wife of the alcoholic or
drug-dependent person, or the father if there is no
husband or wife or the mother if there is no father,
or any of the next of kin if there is no mother :
Provided that if there is no person capable and willing under
this section to sign such request the Inspector may make the
order
for transfer without such request.
(5) No alcoholic or drug-dependent person shall be rece
ived
into a centre from another centre until the request
statement
medical approvals recommendations and other documen
ts on
which the person was held prior to his transfer and a
ny other
records as prescribed by the regulations to be sent with an al
coholic
or drug-dependent person or transfer have been received
. '
Tangier to 27. (1) Where the mental condition of any person a
dmitted
imam. to a centre established under this Act becomes or is f
ound to be
such that he is suitable for admission to a mental hospital
within-
the meaning'of the Mental Health Act 1959 the Inspect
or shall
cause such steps to be taken as are necessary for the ad
mission
of the alcoholic or drug-dependent person into a mental
hospital
and any medical ofﬁcer in the treatment service under this Act
may for that purpose sign any recommendation that is requ
ired.
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(2) Where a person admitted to an assessment centre or
treatment‘centre under this Act is found to be intellectually defective
and suitable for admission to a training centre within the meaning
of the Mental Health Act 1959 the Inspector shall cause such steps
to be taken as are necessaryfor the admission of such person to
such a training centre and any medical ofﬁcer in the treatment
service under this Act may for that purpose sign any approval that
is required.
28. With the approval of the Minister a medical ofﬁcer of
the Mental Hygiene Branch of the Department of Health engaged
in pathological work in that Branch may carry out any autopsy
required following the death of an alcoholic or a drug-dependent
person in any centre appointed or licensed under this Act and
give evidence at any inquest or inquiry.
29. Subject to and in accordance with the provisions of the
Public Trustee Act 1958 the Public Trustee may undertake the
general care protection and management of the estates of all
persons admitted to treatment centres.
30. No action shall lie against any person for anything
necessarily done by him in the course of carrying out his duties
under this Act or in reliance on any recommendation order or
other document apparently given or made in accordance with the
requirements of this Act.
31. The Governor in Council may make regulations for the
conduct management and control of assessment centres and
treatment centres appointed or licensed under this Act and of
alcoholics and drug-dependent persons and in particular without
in any way limiting the generality of the foregoing for or with
respect to—
(a) regulating the form and mode of proceedings under
this Act ;
(b) prescribing forms for the: purposes of this Act;
(c) preSCribing the powers duties and functions of the
'Inspector and other ofﬁcers appointed under this
Act and the fees and allowances to be paid to
ofﬁcial visitors ;
,(a') ﬁxing the fees to be paid by alcoholics and drug-dependent
persons for services rendered Under this Act ;
(e) the control and discipline‘ of~ alcoholics and
drug-dependent persons their. release on trial leave
and' the control and discipline-of ofﬁcers and
attendants in private treatment centres licensed under
this Act ;
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(f) prescribing penalties 'not exceeding $.l00 for any
contravention of or failure to comply with the
regulations; and
(g) generally for prescribing any matter or thing authorized
or required or necessary to be prescribed for carrying
this Act into effect. ‘
32. The Acts referred to in the Schedule are to the- extent
therein expressed to be amended hereby amended accordingly.
I
MELBOURNE:
By Authority: A. C. BROOKS. Government Printer.
-
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THE WORK OF THE DRUG SQUAD:
THE INCIDENCE OF DRUG ABUSE
Introduction By DET. SGT. C. R. ABBOTT“
During 1966 the Institute of Criminolog)’, Sydney University LawSchool, convened a Seminar for the purpose of examining the problems ofdrug abuse in New South Wales. Representatives of the Judiciary,Commonwealth and State Government Departments, Medical Practitioners,Social Workers and others gathered together to subscribe expert informationon this subject. A bond of mutual understanding developed out of thesediscussions and I feel that the Seminar terminated on a very successful note.Once again I am privileged to'be in attendance at this closed Seminar to givean account of the workings of the Police Department in connection with theincidence of drug abuse during the inte'vening period.
There has been a tremendous change in the drug behavioural pattern ofmany young people since 1966. My immediate function is to alert you and tomake you aware of a growing problem within a particular section of ourcommunity. Two years it was envisaged that such a change would take place.Mr Allen, the Commissioner of Police, was conscious of the possible growth inthe incidence of drug abuse and he pledged his support to this society instamping out, where possible, the insidious activities of these people. Drugwork within the Police Department has become an important facet of policework, and to successfully function, the assistance of all other organizationsperforming similar work is necessary.
Between 1959 and 1965, 113 persons addicted to narcotic drugs weredetected and these are the figures that.were submitted at the seminar in 1966.During 1966, 40 such persons'were dealt with. Having regard to the potentialand the importance of the work involved Mr Allan increased the strength ofthe Drug Squad from 4 to 7, and on the lst November, 1967, when thePoisons Act No. 31 of 1966 became law, he again increased the strength to 14Detectives to be assisted by a member of the Women Police on a half-yearlyrotation basis. This means in effect that in time every member of the WomenPolice Section will be trained in drug work. Other State Drug Squads havebeen formed and trained at our ofﬁce. Officers attached to Newcastle andWollongong will also be trained in the near future. A female clerk has beenappointed by the Public Service Board to assist with the clerical dutiesinvolved in the maintenance of the Central Drug Bureau which is now housedin the Office of the Drug Squad.
On the recommendation of the Commissioner of Police, the Governmentsanctioned my attachment to the Narcotics Bureau, Hong Kong PoliceDepartment, for a short period during November, 1967. This attachmentpermitted me to examine the workings of that Department in their efforts todeal with an established drug problem. 1 commend to the Government, and toyou, the absolute need for this type of education and the necessity toparticipate further at future drug conferences.
‘
It will be clearly seen that the Commissioner has honoured his pledge byconstructively assisting me in every possible way to function effectively.
*Ofﬁcer in Charge of the N.S.W. Drug Squad.
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 STATISTICS
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1967 1968 (to October 25th)
Detections 340 Detections 456 *
Females 126 Females 151
Juveniles 125 Juveniles (under 18) 99
First offenders 309 First offenders 332
By injection 133 By injection
122
Forgers 1U Forgers
17
Previous criminal history 106
* (408 distinct persons)
. INDIAN HEMP INDIAN HEMP
Use Sell Use A Sell
K C K K C K
C
145 85 17 74 130 1
3
AMPHETAMINES AMPHETAMINES
Use Sell Use Sell
K C K . C K C K C
247 19 42 27 112 133 12 10
BARBITURATES BARBITURATES
Use Sell Use
Sell
K C K K ‘ C K C
171 3 36 36 24 1 0
, LSD LSD .
Use Sell Use
Sell
K -C K K C K C
66 1 13 63‘ 27 0 5
MORPHINE MORPHINE
Use Sell Use Sell
K C K K C K C
65 29 8 26 26 . 1 0
HEROIN HEROIN
Use Sell Use Sell
K C K C K C K C
17 6 4 . 0 7 1 0 1
COCAINE ‘COCAINE
,Use 3611 Use Sell
K C K C K C 2K C
20 2 2 0 30
29 2 2
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1967 1968 (to October 25th)
OPIUM OPIUM
Use Sell Use Sell
K K C K C K C’
2 2 0 0 7 0 0 0
OTHER DANGEROUS DRUGS OTHER DANGEROUS DRUGS
Use Sell Use Sell
K C K C K C K C
23 0 2 0 45 19 0 2
K = known
C : charged
Included in the above figures are 23 drug offenders who were charged
with breaking and entering pharmacies and hospital dispensaries to obtain drug
supplies. ‘
These statistics were adduced from drug offenders during interviews with
them. A Central Drug Bureau statistical sheet similar to a daily running sheet
is kept to include particulars that may be of assistance at a later date in
evaluating penalty and possible prognosis in respect to rehabilitation. The
ﬁgures often show a process of graduation.
Appraisal of Drug Situation
It is difficult to appraise the drug situation in New South Wales on themeagre fragmented information available. However, I will attempt to offersome appraisal of the situation as viewed by the Drug Squad. It can be fairlystated that 1968 has been the only period in which the Police Department hashad a workable set of drug laws, and I refer to the Poisons Act No. 3.1 of1966, as amended. The men attached to this Squad have worked long hoursand experienced many hardships to present the figures referred to. They haveworked at full capacity in their efforts to‘ deal with a controversial andcomplex situation. I unhesitatingly commend these men to you as a veryefﬁcient and dedicated team who are conscious of their responsibilities incontrolling this social evil.
I have no desire to alarm you unduly, but I am fearful as to what theposition is going to be within a decade if there is no change in the drugbehavioural pattern of many teenagers. Recent inquiries have convinced methat hundreds upon hundreds of young people are abusing drugs and remainundetected. Through their insidious activities they promote undesirable socialgroups. As a criterion, it was alleged that a person was netting $500 to
$1,000 a week profit from the sales of LSD to teenagers. There is no evidence
on hand to indicate that large syndicates are operating in this city in respect
to the peddling of drugs, but having regard to my previous statement, shouldthere be any relaxation of control or non-constructive criticism of the
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 authorities policing the drug laws, this type of situation coul
d readily emanate
and become a national problem. The answer in my opinion
lies in the proper
education of young people as to the pitfalls and the dele
terious effects of
drug abuse. In this field the Police Department has undertak
en from time to
time to lecture secondary school groups, university students,
and other groups
such as the Catholic Youth Organisation.
Legislation
The Poisons Act No. 31 of 1966, as amended, has
been of great
assistance to the ,Drug Squad in their efforts to control dru
g abuse. However,
certain anomalies still exist which impede our operations,
and I refer to the
lack of power to stop, search and detain any drug suspect, to
search a vehicle
or vessel suspected of concealing controlled drugs or in a cas
e of emergency
when circumstances do not permit the' obtaining of a search war
rant, to search
the premises and persons therein- suspected of abusing drugs. A
request for an
amendment to the Act to include these powers has been subm
itted for
consideration by the Minister for Health. It is reasonable to
expect legislation
to protect against civil litigation law enforcement officers who
are acting with
reasonable cause during the pursuance of their duties.
Incidence of Drug Abuse by Young People.
I am satisfied that the incidence of drug abuse among secondary school
pupils is negligible. Arrangements have been made with the authoritie
s at the
Education Department through the Headmasters, Inspectors and Sc
hool
Counsellors, to inform this Department of any suspected drug behaviou
r by
pupils. It is alleged that a minor section of the University students
are
experimenting with various types of drugs. Again I am not in a pos
ition to
appraise the situation but I believe that those pursuing this subjective typ
e of
behaviour are motivated towards this conduct through environmental
contact
with drug abusers and their own personal desire to experiment with dr
ugs.
I feel that our problem stems from the behaviour of teenagers bet
ween
17 and 20. This group includes all sections of the community. The ba
sic cause
of this type of behaviour is due to boredom or lack of parental co
ntact. Their
actions are motivated by a desire to experiment or seek thrills thr
ough the
abuse of drugs. This behaviour is becoming fashionable and is prima
rily due to
lack of education and a desire to rebel against authority.
PENALTY.
I reluctantly comment on the question of penalty
because lrealize that
it is not a matter for the Police Department
. However, I do so because from
time to time my opinion is often sought on this subject
. The Poisons Act No.
31 of 1966 provides a penalty of 2 years imprisonmen
t and/or $2,000 fine for
a breach of the Act and Regulations dealing With drugs
of addiction. The Act
also provides for a penalty of six months imprisonmen
t or a fine of $800 for
a breach of the Act and Regulations in relation to
the prescribed restricted
substances. As far as I am concerned, with respect
, I am happy with the
present situation of being able to deal with drug
offenders by summary
jurisdiction. 1 find that matters can be dealt with ex
peditiously and brought
to finality at a Court of Petty Sessions. On the qu
estion of severity of
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penalty, having regard to the existing penalty of 2 years and/or $2,000 ﬁne, Ithink this is adequate when compared with other penalties imposed forsummary offences. I feel that the time has arrived when some thought mustbe given to the question of legislating for speciﬁc penalties, perhapsmandatory penalties, to be imposed on persons convicted of peddling drugsto juveniles. I also feel that some discrimination should be made in respect topenalty between the administrator and the supplier. The law in existence inNew Zealand relating to the classification of offenders when found inpossession of speciﬁc quantities of drugs could well be adopted here. The NewZealand Law lays down that if a person is found to be in possession of acertain quantity or weight of drugs it shall be prime facie evidence, unless thecontrary is shown, that he is a drug pedlar.
OPERATION DIFFICULTIES.
The primary function of any Police Force is the preservation of life and
the protection of property. Drug work requires the law enforcement ofﬁcer to
direct his efforts towards the apprehension of the principal offender, who is in
reality the criminal drug pedlar. The detection of this individual is often
achieved through the addict, the pusher, and other persons involved.
Legislation prohibiting, regulating, or controlling the use of drugs does
not guarantee the cessation of drug offences. A perfect example of this is the
Crimes Act which was enacted in 1900 to control the crimes of murder, rape,
theft, etc. It therefore must be expected that drug offenders will continue to
offend, and the only possible hope of controlling this situation is through an
efficient Drug Squad which has the complete co-operation of other bodies and
organizations which have either a legal or moral responsibility to combat the
drug problem. A problem which often confronts the Drug Squad Officer
during the pursuit of the criminal drug pedlar is whether persons involved in
drug abuse should be further exposed to or allowed to continue in drug usage
while these investigations are being continued.
Conclusion.
In conclusion may I extend to the Institute of Criminology my sincere
appreciation for the interest and support given to the Drug Squad since 1966.
It is also pleasing to report that a healthy liaison exists between the Police
Department and other organizations directly engaged in drug work and I refer
mainly to the Adult Probation Officers. The Foundation for Research into_
Alcoholism and Drug Dependence intends holding an International Congress
on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence at Sydney during 1970. I wish that
organization every success and I feel that their success will depend largely on
the support of this organization and other representatives who have attended
and assisted materially at the seminars. The Commissioner has indicated that
you will continue to receive the fullest support from the Police Department in
the future.
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SOME MAGISTERIAL REFLECTIONS ON THE DRUG PROBLEM
M. F. FARQUHAR*
1. INTRODUCTION.
When the ﬁrst seminar of this series was conducted in 1966 there were
conﬂicting opinions as to the then extent of the problem and as to its like
ly
growth in our society. Indeed I recall that a very senior ofﬁcer, concerned
in
the administration of the law, saw it as grossly exaggerated in all areas.
Now,‘ with almost two further years of experience we can at least set
down some statistics and point to some significant areas as either demanding
judicial concern and investigatory research or offering a very suitable ﬁeld for
sociological and/or criminological research.
Having been invited to deliver a paper I concluded that it was not
desired that I should add my prognostications and opinions in such research
areas but rather relate the attitude and experience of Magistrates in trying the
issues in drug offences and of the problems encountered in the sentencing
process.
Statutory requirements.
You are all aware that offences involving drugs per se are tried
summarily at ﬁrst instance. To refresh your memories I propose to set out t
he
principal statutory sections in this area. These are now primarily concentrated
in the Poisons Act 1966—1967. This statute is expressly designed to regulate,
control, and prohibit the sale and use of poisons, restricted substances, drugs
of addiction and certain dangerous drugs. Schedule 8 sets out the drugs of
addiction, whilst Schedule 4 similarly enumerates the restricted substances.
“Section 16 (l) A person shall not have in his possession or attempt to
obtain possession of a prescribed restricted substance unless —
(a) he is a medical practitioner, pharmacist, dentist or veterinary
surgeon; or
(b) he obtains possession or attempts to obtain possession of it
on and in accordance with the prescription of a medical
practitioner, dentist or’ veterinary surgeon for its supply to
him. ‘
(2) A person shall not forge or fraudulently alter, or utter,
knowing it to be forged or fraudulently altered, any prescription of a
medical practitioner, dentist or veterinary surgeon including any
preseribed restricted substance.”
section 18 ﬁxes the penalty for this class of offence at one not
exceeding $800, or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months. -
“Section 21 (1) If any person —
 
*O.B.E., E.D., Dip.Crim.(Sydney), a Stipendiary Magistrate and a Solicito
r of the
Supreme Court. '
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'(a) manufactures, sells,’or otherwise deals in prepared opium or
indian hemp;
(b) has in his possession any prepared opium or indian hemp;
(c) — (f) .........
(g) smokes opium, prepared. opium or indian hemp .....
he shall be guilty of an offence against this Division.”
The penalties for this Division are:
“Section 26 (1) Every person guilty of an offence against this
Division shall in respect of each offence be liable to a fine not
exceeding $2,000 or to imprisonment with or without hard labour
for a term not exceeding two years, or to both such fine and
imprisonment .....” '
Statistical design.
Perhaps I might broadly explain the design of this paper. The statistics
have been gathered from the Central Court of Petty Sessions and the
Metropolitan Children’s Court for each of three disparate months in 1966 and
1968. I regarded this as an instalment on the drug problem; 1966 was chosen
for no other reason than that that was the year of our first Seminar, whilst
1968 was obviously chosen to give the latest possible picture. Time did not
permit research into other than the months of February, June and September
in those two years. The Courts chosen are those hearing nearly all the
offences involving drugs. " ' ‘ ‘
The sample statistically is of course not truly random, nor is it
necessarily representative of the population of unlawful drug-users.
Nonetheless it appeared to me numerically sufficient to permit a not ill-based
study of summary court records, to perhaps lead to some initial conclusions
and to discern areas suitable for more detailed research study in the future.
I must urge caution in respect to the ﬁgures for 1966 in the non-adult
ﬁeld. Each month showed nil. This appears to be in some conﬂict with the
results of an earlier study by' Armstrong and Blow.‘ They had questioned the
inmates of certain Child Welfare establishments and were of the opinion that,
validating tests established that a reasonable degree of reliance could be placed
on the accuracy and veracity of the answers so supplied. Their results showed
that even then there was a substantial problem of drug abuse in such a
population. It may well be that the investigating and prosecuting authorities
were then more likely to lay informations against offenders for more general
offences (uncontrollable or neglected) rather than for specific offences of drug
abuse.
1. Armstrong and Blow, “Delinquents and Drugs in New South Wales", a paper delivered
to the seminar on Drug Abuse (1966).
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 2. PROBLEMS OF SENTENCING AND MAGISTERIAL ATTITUDES
.
“The assessment of sentence, punishment, treatment — call it what
you will — on inadequate information, without professional
assistance and without proper time to think, is one of the painf
ul
and unrewarding of the functions of the judge. ”’
This may be regarded as a universal truth so far as it affects the
situation in which magistrates are placed in New South Wales. Nowhere
is it
more painfully true than in .dealing with offenders against the drug laws.
it is trite to say that contemporary sent‘encers must tread a wary and
often tortuous path between the conﬂicting and often competing goals of
punishment. This problem was recently debated in a like seminar conducted
by the Institute in respect to juvenile offenders which adopted as its theme
“Treat or Punish”. This starkly posed the problem of equating the
rehabilitation of the offender on the one hand and the protection of the
community from dangerous offenders on the other.
The President’s Crime Commission put-it this way:
“There is no decision in the criminal process that is as complicated
and as difficult as the one made by the sentencing judge. A
sentence prescribes punishment, but it should also be the
foundation of an attempt to rehabilitate the offender, to insure
that he does not endanger the community, and to deter others
from similar crimes in the future. Often these objectives are
mutually exclusive, and the sentencing fudge must choose one at
the expense of others. ”3
These competing goals are particularly marked in dealing with drug
offenders. If one sets the pedlar aside, we are generally faced with a
disturbed personality, not infrequently at least bordering on mental ill-health.
It is then easy to orient one’s attitudes to the goal of rehabilitation. Such an
attitude, if generally adopted, would probably become generally known
through the community and so defeat any possibility of deterrence. I propose
to deal with the disposal contrasts later in this paper. This will show clearly a
metamorphosis in the attitudes of Magistrates, and an attempt will be made to
analyse this. .
Our problems in sentencing are bedevilled, too, by the grouping of most
drugs the use of which creates an offence and of most restricted prescribed
substances into statutory sections invoking like penalties. The enactments
seem not to attempt in any real way to distinguish, say .the narcotics with
their joint physical and psychic dependence coupled with a marked tolerance
characteristic from, say, the Cannabis-type drug with moderate to strong
psychic dependence but with an absence of physical dependence resulting in
no characteristic abstinence syndromes when the drug is discontinued and
with no evidence of tolerance.
 
2. Kilbrandon, Hon. Lord (1966) “Children in Trouble", Brit. J. Crim. 6, 112 at p. 122.
3. The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society: “The Courts”, 141.
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To equate these within such narrow conﬁnes adds to the sentencing
problem. The Supreme Court of the United States has ruled that there can be
no punishment of the “sick” and has ruled that addicted persons can ﬁt into
that category.
If this is a correct judicial attitude, ought we to have the additional
sentencing tool of being able to make hospital orders in a not dissimilar
manner to that available in Courts of the United Kingdom? The various such
powers are to be found in the Mental Health Act, 1959 (England) and are
discussed in Nigel Walker’s “Crime and Punishment in Great Britain”.
Then, too, one gets conﬂicting counsel.
“The etiology of drug addiction is poorly understood and involves a
multitude of factors As a result the treatment of the disorder becomes
particularly complex. The persons normally responsible for directing
addicts to treatment — judges and administrators of social agencies —
receive a_ variety of conﬂicting counsel. For instance, psychiatrists
suggest that addicts be treated as mentally ill; our legal system often
directs that addicts be treated as criminals; sociologists often state that it
is not the addict at all but his social matrix that requires treatment. ”‘
True, this was written of addicts in the United States. Nonetheless it has
signiﬁcance in the contemporary New South Wales scene.
I feel I have dwelt long enough on problems and attitudes. The
questions are posed — some, at least temporary, answers will emerge elsewhere
in this paper.
3. THE DRUG POPULATION IN COURT.
Table A discloses that in the selected 1966 period 12 persons were dealt
with for drug offences and that all were in the adult courts. A similar period
in .1968 presented 74 offenders. These were made up of 59in Petty Sessions
and 15 in the Juvenile Courts.
The sharp increases certainly appear signiﬁcant and suggest a rapidly
expanding drug problem. But again I must urge caution. The sample is neither
sufﬁciently random nor representative to attract statistical significance. I have
already cemented on certain criticisms in respect to juveniles. Then even in
1968 there seems to be a crescendo in June and a not insigniﬁcant decrease in
September. ‘
However, as I have chosen only two Court venues, albeit .those most
proliﬁc in drug offences, and three disparate months it must follow that we
must accept that the problem is now not inconsiderable., Of interest too is the
fact that in 1966 some 95% of those before the Court were ﬁrst offenders
whilst in 1968 they make up nearly 45% of the drug offending population
presenting before the Summary Courts. '
It will be immediately noticed too that in 1966 about 17% had prior
convictions for drug offences whilst in the current year these had increased to
the vicinity of 22%.
4. George E. Vaillant, MD, and Robert Rasor, MD, “The Role of Conﬂicting
Supervision in the Treatment of Addiction” (1967).
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 These ﬁgures at once pose the question whether the problem is one of
iceberg proportions. Is there a greater bulk below the surface than that
detected? I personally would consider this far more likely in the barbiturate
area. When the drug of choice is later discussed, one is struck by the almost
totaligabsence of offenders charged with offences involving barbiturates. If
earlier papers at this seminar are correct, and I believe they are, then this
particular population does not generally present at Court.
4. AGE, SEX AND NATIONALITY.
In the Table, age has been divided into three groups only —— below 16,
young persons and adults. This permitted a more facile transposition from
court records. In the 1968 period adult courts dealt with offenders of this
class in a ratio of 4: 1 in comparison with juveniles. It is sad to reflect that
children under 16 likewise made up 20% of the juvenile drug offenders.
A more detailed analysis of the age factor strongly supports the view of
Dr Rosenberg that there are two waves each of somewhat normal curve
pattern and distribution, the first commencing at 15 and concluding about 26
with a markedly normal distribution, the second commencing in the
mid-thirties and tailing off in the late 40’s. This latter group harbours a
significantly smaller population and is not at all normal in distribution.
Whilst males in the adult sphere provide a steady 65% of those coming
before Courts of Petty Sessions, the reverse is true in the juvenile sphere. Not
only do young female offenders form a disproportionate two-thirds of those
so presenting but make up the whole of those under 16. This again rather
supports some of Armstrong and Blow’s findings, that young females are
prone to be attracted to drug abuse at an earlier age than their male
counterparts but also tend to step away earlier.
In the area of nationality, the results are, at ﬁrst glance, startling. If one
regards the New Zealand born of like ethnic groups as being equated to their
Australian-born cousins, then together they form more than 95% of the total.
As in other crime areas, it points to the probability that the New Australian
provides a significantly lower percentage of the drug offenders than his
number in the community would suggest. One might speculate as to the
reasons. Perhaps with the need to assimilate into a new community they are
better motivated. Perhaps they don’t feel the boredom and inadequacies of
some of their native-born Australian brothers. Perhaps it is to be found in the
centuries old disciplines inculcated in them. It certainly would repay a more
detailed analysis.
5. THE OFFENCES COMMITTED.
In each year informations brought under Section 16 (l) of the Poisons
Act 1966-67 against persons for being in possession of prescribed restricted
substances have predominated. In the 1968 months such charges made up half
the total of all offences, whilst in the similar period of 1966 the proportion
was much greater.
Table A shows that “using”, “forging and uttering to obtain” and
“administering” followed in that order, with charges of “distributing” under,
say, Section 21(1) (supra) relatively few.
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 Perhaps I should say by way of explanation that this Table depicts total
offenders in every part of the synthesis and NOT in total offences. As an
example, in June 1968 the offenders in the Courts studied total 32. In fact 10
of these were convicted of multiple offences brought under the Poisons Act.
One 21—year-old female offender pleaded guilty to 8 separate charges of
forging prescriptions to obtain methylamphetamine. In short, the 32 overall
offenders accounted for 48 offences.
Not all were necessarily multiple offences of the same class. One
22-year-old male person pleaded guilty at the one time to (a) being in
possession of morphine sulphate, (b) administering cocaine to himself, (c)
being in possession of marijuana, (d) administering morphine to himself, and
(e) distributing methylamphetamine.
Then, too, it was relatively common to ﬁnd such offenders admitting
during the course of their interviews with the investigator that in the past in
some way they had used other drugs or restricted substances.
6. DRUGS 0F CHOICE AND THEIR EFFECTS.
Whereas marijuana was an overwhelming choice in the 1966 sample, now
in 1968 charges involving the amphetamines account for half the colony, with
marijuana still signiﬁcant and accounting for about 22%.
The amphetamine chosen in 95% of all of its class is
methylamphetamine (methedrine).
I-loWever, because of the high proportion of marijuana in each sample, I
selected at random about 10 of those charged with an offence in some way
involving marijuana and researched the data availableto the Court, generally
in the records of interview, as to the- effect it produced in the respective
offender.
In February 1968 ﬁve young men aged 18 and 19 were before the Court
for using marijuana. All had some earlier experience varying in degree. I set
out the range of their answers:
“It’s over-rated. Relax for a short time. Then the same.”
“Felt good, then sick and vomited.”
“Comfortable feeling.”
“No effect.”
“Sore throat,”
On the other hand, an 18-year-old New. Zealander of European descent said:
“It makes me tired — want to lie down. Can see things in abstract
pictures. My taste is affected.”
Another male person (1 9) in the same month puts on record:
“I coughed a lot. It burnt my throat. Heavy feeling — didn’t want to
move.”
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The replies. gathered in the other cases, similarly researched, disclosed a not
dissimilar range.
This range seems parallel to that found by the President’s Crime
Commission to which I have already adverted. Chapter 8: “Narcotics and Drug
Abuse”, when dealing with marijuana, said:
“Its effects are rather complicated, combining both stimulation
and depression. Much of its effect depends on the personality of
the user. The drug may induce exaltation, joyousness and hilarity;
and disconnected ideas; or it may induce quietude or reveries. In
the experienced taker it may induce panic, or one state may
follow the other. . . ."
Still on the “multiple drug” theme, the case histories revealed that
generally the offender had used other drugs earlier. A 16-year-old girl from
Port Kembla admitted to the Court that she used cocaine, had started on
marijuana, graduated to purple hearts, and still later to dexedrine and
methedr‘ine.
A 15-year-old female admitted to injecting liquid methedrine, but also
to earlier use of methamine, purple hearts, benzedrine, dexadrine and
marijuana. In her case these admissions had been conﬁrmed from other
sources.
As amphetamines so predominated in the scene, three cases have been
extracted to pomt up the offenders’ comment on its effect:
(1) Sixteen-year-old girl —- prior experience in “Dex” and “Coke
Caps” said, “Tingly. All jumpy. Paranoid”. '
(2) Thirty—four-year old seamstress — had progressively increased
dosage of methedrine to the daily intravenous injection of “many”
capsules in liquid form: “Initial elevated feeling — perceptive ——
unusually particular. Then three days of come down — laid in bed
- broke down completely — cried incessantly. Haemorrhage. Light
burning feeling at heart. Could not get breath.”
(3) Sixteen-year-old female — prior experience in “Hearts”, “Dex”,
and marijuana — had obtained cocaine and Meth. mixed from a
chap at the Wayside Chapel: “Felt six and a half feet high. Raving.
Grooving”.
The very width of the range of the effects said to have been
induced by_ either marijuana or the amphetamines leads me to believe
that many come to taking drugs from what they see as the romance of
the situation. Generally they were regarded by psychiatrists and/or social
workers as either disturbed or, more often, inadequate personalities. This
is somewhat conﬁrmed by a later study of speciﬁc case histories. It
seems probable, then, that the effect of the drug or restricted substance
often has a close relation to the personality of the user.
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Finally, on the drug of choice, it is surely signiﬁcant that while in
1966 offences involving the narcotics accounted for 25% of all offences,
yet in 1968 they have markedly decreased to about 2%. One might speculate
as to the reasons for this decline. On the one hand, perhaps there is a
general resistance to their use, or on the other, and much more likely, they
have just not been available. Perhaps we shall hear from the security and
screening agencies as to this.
7. ENVIRONMENT AND PERSONALITY OF OFFENDER.
The information contained in the Court records failed to disclose
any evidence of a signiﬁcant nature that persons convicted of drug
offences come from under-privileged homes or communities. Perhaps it
is timely to mention that whereas in 1966 data supplied as to the
background of the offender was very perfunctory, it is now detailed and
carefully compiled. The records of interview conducted by the Drug
Squad Police are both objective and-generally impartial. Frequently the
information elicited ﬂows to the beneﬁt of the offender. It is apparent
that the technique and format of interrogation has been carefully
planned.
Then, too, the growth of the Adult Probation Service has
permitted the attachment of ofﬁcers on a permanent basis to the
Central Court of Petty Sessions. On a “when required” basis they are
directed to the suburban Courts. Their pre-sentence reports are
invariably well-reasoned and objective. In respect to drug offenders this
too is almost universally employed at the sample Court and.adds
immensely to the sentencer’s capacity to take .a better informed ﬁnal
decision.
It is the depth of the information made available ‘primarily from
these two sources that has permitted the present analysis.
To turn back to the question of environment, the offenders appear
to come from a wide range of occupations and seemingly from an
equally wide suburban or metropolitan background. But it does seem to
be an urban problem — few offences ever present in rural areas.
However, if it is true that no particular environmental area in this
State spawns the drug offender, nonetheless, other than the barbiturate
users, they tend to gravitate to living in “colonies”, generally in the
King’s Cross and Paddington areas of metropolitan Sydney. Twelve cases
were researched 'in detail. Of these, three (and these were in the
non~adult group) informed the investigators that they obtained their
drug supplies through contacts made at the Wayside Chapel. Indeed, one
claims to have administered the drug of choice to himself in a toilet at
that institution. I mention this not necessarily in criticism, but to
encourage consideration of the problems that ﬂow from the
concentration of such a congregation which already of its very nature
includes a signiﬁcant percentage of drug users. Apart from those
obtaining their drugs at that venue, others claim that it was from casual
meetings there that they later moved to “pads” and the like where they
were ﬁrst introduced to drugs.
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 What factors, then, does this analysis reveal as contributing to the
use of drugs? First, of those same twelve cases researched in detail,
eleven came from homes where both father and mother were not
present. All of these at some stage had been “broken” homes. In seven
of them the mother had been deserted and was struggling alone to
provide the necessary parental guidance and supervision. .In the other
four the mother had remarried, but clearly no amity existed between
the offender and the step-parent.
From their answers. it would seem that many brought themseIVes
to drugs by what they saw as the romance of the situation. They saw
some pseudo-glamour in this dangerous illegality.
Then, too, many claimed to have so acted through boredom.
There seemed to have been a lack of training, particularly in their use of
leisure hours. Meyer H. Disking' has demonstrated the importance of
this:
“The importance of implanting (in the addict) a desire for
constructive leisure interests cannot be over-emphasised. In
addition to substituting a desirable aim for an illegal one, it
becomes a simple matter of arithmetic. A‘ person who works eight
hours a day has eight more working hours to get into mischief by
hanging out in his old haunts and associating with addicts. ”
It appeared to me that training in the constructive use of leisure hours
for all persons is a valuable tool against any deviant behaviour.
Finally, a substantial proportion of offenders were assessed either by
psychiatrists or by social agency personnel as having personality disorders.
Frequently they were unable to ﬁnd their niche in the milieu of a modern
city. Generally it was established that this class had poor work records. Some
are bedevilled with personality disorders which make it difﬁcult for them to
face the world unaided by chemical comforts. The adult drug abuser often
finds that drugs offer him a chemical curtain from reality. He feels inadequate
in 'a competitive world. The evidence in these Court records suggests that
many have deep feelings of insecurity.
The occupation of the offender was not without interest. A decade ago
those presenting at Court were in the main medics and para-medics. Now the
employment range is considerable —- it includes doctors and nurses, many who
claim to be musicians, almost all the trades and a not insigniﬁcant number of
university students. One can infer that the barbiturate group who do not seem
to present at Court would include a substantial proportion of housewives.
8. DISPOSAL.
Earlier, comment was made on the apparent change in the sentences
imposed on persons convicted of drug offences from 1966 to 1968. In
February 1966, for example, 9 persons appeared at Central Court of Petty
Sessions — all were for “being in possession of” marijuana. None had any
prior conviction for any use of drugs; most had no prior offence at all. Of
these, 8 were sentenced to terms of imprisonment varying from 3 months (in
most cases) to 12 months (in one case). One only had been released on
recognizance.
 
5 Quoted in the paper by Vaillant and Rasor, cit.
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Now, in February 1968, 20 persons were dealt with at the same Court.
The range of offences were:
“Being in possession” . .................. 8
“Using” ........................... 6
“Administering” ....................... 2
“Forging and uttering to obtain” .............. 2
“Distributing” ........................ 2
Of these, 4 only were imprisoned, and 14 were released on recognizance
(generally with the guidance and supervision of the Adult Probation Service).
The remaining 2 were ﬁned.
Those sentenced included the two distributors. The ﬁrst was a female
aged 20 years. She admitted to selling methedrine in the King’s Cross areaand
over some‘ period. The antecedent report revealed a somewhat lengthy history
of varying classes of offence (including several for drug abuse).
The second of the distributors was before the Court on a multiplicity of
drug offences. He admitted to the sale of LSD to university students. He
agreed that he had grown his own Indian hemp, of which a considerable
quantity was found in his possession. He had certainly added to “the romance
of the situation”; his ﬂat was furnished and presented as a psychedelic studio.
His prior record (but for non-drug offences) was not one calling for any
leniency of sentence.
90% of those dealt with in February 1966 had been imprisoned — it has
fallen to 20% in February 1968. When class of offence is compared, I am bold
enough to assert that none of those incarcerated in the earlier sample would
have been so sentenced today.
Before probing “Why this change?” I should add one further fact: 97%
of those presented throughout the whole of 1968 have pleaded guilty. In the
Central Court sample there has not been one appeal from the summary
decision. Perhaps the remarkably high percentage of such pleas is due to the
skill in interrogation and investigation by the police concerned, but it may
also be a somewhat pathetic-prayer for rescue or a cry for help not unrelated
to that of the morbid or pathological shop-lifter.
What has wrought this change in sentencing attitudes? In this ﬁeld, as in
many others, Magistrates until recently had been obliged to work on what
Baroness Wootton described as “hunches”. Now considerable psychological
and sociological assistance is available. Through the various agencies to which I
have already adverted, we are now able to obtain a personality assessment and
a sociological prognosis. An artefact is invariably governed in its shape and
design to a very considerable extent by the tools available to fashion it. In
1968, and to a lesser extent in 1967, Magistrates, at least at the sample Court,
have declined to move without the assistance of the psychiatrists and the
Probation Service.
From the legislation earlier described it is apparent that if necessary the
addict can be imprisoned for a period up to four years. This too presents a
jurisprudential problem to the Magistrate as to how far he is justiﬁed in
imposing extreme sanctions of this kind on a person often basically dangerous
only to self, particularly when our common law learning informs us that short
decades ago such a person had an inviolate right to destroy himself in his own
way.
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It is likely that the sentencers have perceived the tremendous need to
view the addict or drug offender in proper perspective. At least one is not
bedevilled with the United States dichotomy, that is, with the addicted
“mentally ill” delinquent on the one hand and the non-addicted “criminal”
delinquent on the other. Nonetheless we ought not to be complacent. Our
present tools require further development and honing; others still need to be
fashioned. I have spoken of the need to be enabled to make hospital orders in
the appropriate case. (This is discussed in extenso in the late Dr Grunhut’s
“Probation and Mental Health”.) The forms of recognizance must be made
much more ﬂexible — but as this has been discussed extensively at earlier
seminars I feel any further comment is now not necessary.
Most Magistrates are aware of the need to add to and sharpen their own
knowledge in this field. In a bid to achieve this a number of discussion groups
have been organiZed in the past twelve months with the various disciplines,
but more particularly the psychiatrists, to bring about a better understanding
and acceptance of our respective views and problems. The same people have
attended at our Courts, sat with Magistrates then dealing with these classes of
offence, then discussed their experience with us. On the other side of the
coin, most 'metropolitan Magistrates have been able to attend at clinics where
patients exhibiting personality disorder and mental, illness have been presented.
9. LANGTON CLINIC EXPERIMENT.
In August 1967 a Medico-Legal Committee was formed as an integral
segment of the organization that is to present the 1970 International
Conference on problems of dependence on alcohol and other drugs. Four
Magistrates now serve together with representatives from branches of other
disciplines and from associated social agencies. At the inaugural meeting we
were informed by the Foundation for Research and Treatment of Alcoholism
‘in New South Wales that they were prepared to set aside at least six beds at
the clinic at Iangton House for the treatment of persons convicted of taking
narcotic drugs.
The Committee saw this project as not only valuable as contributing to
the therapy of those accommodated but also as a valuable statistical tool as a
means of combating drug use and addiction. We already at this Seminar have
heard the excellent paper of Dr Dalton as to the development and results at
such an “open-ended” institution as Wistaria House. We anticipated that
through prisons and parole channels we could evaluate the results of a
“closed-end” situation. This, then, offered a splendid alternative.
Finally the view was taken that the best results would accrUe from the
use of Section 558 of the Crimes Act 1900. (Suspended sentences), requiring
as a condition that the offender spend a period as an in—patient followed by
group-therapy and after-care as an out-patient. The Consultant Psychiatrists at
the State Penitentiary and the Probation Service were able to co-operate. In
turn, investigating police officers have been quick to recommend those
offenders they saw as likely to benefit from such a sentence. Implicit in such
a scheme is the need for close relationship between such persons and agencies.
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Ab initio, it had to be made clear that although due weight would be
given to reports of psychiatrists and Probation Ofﬁcers, the ﬁnal responsibility
for disposal of offenders had to rest with the Courts. It was also made clear
that those Magistrates serving on the Committee could speak only for
themselves in regarding the scheme as forward-looking and humane, but that
we were encouraged to hope that from the obvious concern already displayed
by our brethren in these difﬁcult problems that they too would give it careful
consideration.
As it happens, those convicted of the use of narcotics have been
extremely few — consequently the class of drug ingested has been widened.
There have been growing-pains. As an example, there had been earlier, and
perhaps justiﬁed, criticism that the Clinic was too‘ selective.
A follow-up study after, say, three years, researching a suitable sample
from each of these three classes of institution should provide valuable
information on the drug problem generally and serve as an excellent guide to
the professional sentencer as‘ to the likely best course of action in the
particular case.
10. CONCLUSIONS.
The prime conclusion must be that it is indisputable that in New South
Wales Magistrates, Psychiatrists, Physicians, Probation and Parole Ofﬁcers,
together with Police, can work together on a problem of this kind. The result,
as we have seen, is mutual enlightenment for the participants and a humane
disposal of offenders.
We may conclude, as well, that the drug problem is dynamic, and it
would be a most unfortunate mistake at this time to rest on our laurels and
assume we have achieved a lasting solution.
. We must beware, too, lest the present fairly benign attitude of me
magnstracy be misconstrued in the community so as to lead to any notion that
the offences are not serious.
Of course in this, as in any other offence, a feed-back to the sentencer
of the results of his sentencing would be invaluable. We should continue to
strive for this facility.
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 TABLE A
Total Drug Offenders dealt with at the Central Court of Petty Sessions
and the Metropolitan Children’s Court, Sydney, for the three .él'ispara'te
months of February, June and September, 1966 and 1968.
'
 
 
 
Feb. Feb. June June Sept. Sept.
1966 1968 1966 1968 1966 1968
Total offenders M 7 14 — 18
1 11
F 2 12 1 14 1 5
Total first offenders M 7 7 - 5 ]
6
F 2 3 — 9 1 2
Total second (or +;) M — 1 — 6 ——
2
drug offenders F — 2 2 3 .— 2
Nationality Australiar 8 25 —- 27 -— 16
Non-Australian 1 1 1 5
* 2 _
Below 16 M _ _ _ _
. _ _.
F — 2 — 1 ' — -—
Age Young persons M — -— — 2 —
3
F — 4 — 2 — 1
Adult 'M 7 14 — 15 1 8
F 2 6 1 12 1 4
Forging or M — 1 —— 1 — 2
Uttering F _. 1 _ 3 _
1
Using M —— 6 — 4 _
1
F — 2 —— 1 — 1
Cl ,
.
of?“ Possession M 7 4 — 12 _ .4
Offence F 2 8
1 7 — 2
Administering M _ 2 _ _. .. 2_
F — — — 3 1 1
Distributing M — l — 1 1 .3
' F — l — _
_. _
Narcotic M — -— — 1 1 1
F _ — 1 — ‘ 1 —
Amphetamine M — 2_ —— 10 ._ 3
F — 9 — 9 — 3
Drug Barbiturate M - 1 — 1 -— 3
of . F _ 1 _. 2 _ ._
Choice Marihuana M 7 8 — 6 - 3
F 2 1 — 2 — 1
Hallucinogens M _ 3 _ .. _ _
F -— 1 —- - _ _
Cocaine M _ _ ._ _ __ 1
F _ _ ._ 3 _ _       
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TABLE A — continued
 
(a) Adult Courts
Prison
. Disposal EBond
(Bond T
(
Fine
(b) Juvenile
Court-s
Committa ls '
Probation  
 
      
Feb. Feb. June June Sept. Sept.
1966 1968 1966 1968 1966 1968
M 7 3 — 7
F 1 1 l '-
M i — 2 — 2 — 2
F 1 2 1 2 I 3
M — 8 - 4 ~— 4
F — 2 —— 5 — 1
M _ 1 _ 4 — 1
F — 1 _ 2 - —
M ._ — _ _ ——- _
F — 4 _ 1 — —
M _. _ — 2 — 3
F - 2 — 2 — 1
 
* All native born New Zealanders (European origin).
.1 Adult Probation supervision.
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NARCOTIC DRUGS — CUSTOMS CONTROL MEASURES
N. A. CUSTANCE*
The Department of Customs and Excise is acutely aware of its grave
responsibility to suppress the illicit importation of narcotic drugs. Along with
the increasing efforts made by the various authorities to assist addicts, the
Department has stepped-up its resources to prevent the illegal entry of
narcotics into the country.
The high proﬁt returns to the unscrupulous parasites comprising drug
peddling syndicates ensure that attempts to smuggle narcotics into the country
will continue and that some local supplies will be diverted into illicit channels.
The degree of availability of such drugs to the illicit market will be reduced to
a minimum only by the co-operation of all controlling authorities.
The Department of Customs and Excise has been given the-responsibility
for ensuring that Australia’s commitments under the Single Convention on
Narcotic Drugs are fully carried out. In practice staff at Central Office,
‘Canberra, operate as the controlling authority and maintain continual liaison
with those Departments, both Commonwealth and State, which are
responsible for the individual aspects of drug controls.
At the operational level the chief control measures exercised by the
Department of Customs and Excise lie in three broad categories, namely —
(a) control over importation and exportation of narcotics for bona
fide medical and research purposes;
(b) control over manufacture of narcotics in Australia; and
(c) action against the illicit importation and exportation of narcotics.
The Customs Act and the Narcotics Drugs Act are the legislative
measures available to enforce such controls. The aspect of supervision of
narcotics manufacture and legal importation is possibly not well recognized by
the general public who know or hear only of the Department’s activities
against the illegal trafficker. ’
The responsibility for action against drug trafﬁcking in Australia
including illicit use and possession is shared between the Commonwealth and
State authorities, principally the Department of Customs and Excise and State
police.
Although a continuing liaison exists between Customs and police at the
operational level, there is a need for increased liaison and co-ordination on a
national basis to combat the growing menace of drug abuse by the community
generally. In this connection, the Prime Minister has recently written to each
State Premier suggesting a meeting of Commonwealth and State Ministers to
discuss further extension of liaison and co-ordination of activities.
*Director, Prevention and Detection, Department of Customs & Excise, Canberra.
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Intensiﬁcation of measures to combat drug trafﬁcking has been
proceeding in the Department of Customs and Excise under a planned
programme for a number of years.
The Department now has a trained force of ofﬁcers who have achieved
considerable success in combatting illicit importation of narcotic drugs and
other commodities. A co-ordinating unit has been established in Canberra and
within this unit the Narcotic Drugs Bureau has been set up.
The Bureau has a Central Intelligence section which is being extended
with a view to improving:
0 Customs drug investigation techniques
0 liaison with and assistance to State police authorities
0 liaison with drug authorities in other countries and with
international drug control bodies.
Since its formation in March this year ofﬁcers of the Narcotics Bureau
have been responsible for several signiﬁcant seizures of narcotics, the main
being —
3 lb morphine at Grifﬁth, N.S.W.
3 lb heroin ex “Eastern Star” at Sydney.
2% 1b opium ) ex “Australasia” at Melbourne
% lb heroin )
6% lb marihuana ex “Mads Skou” at Fremantle. ,
Other seizures of narcotics have been made at Brisbane, Adelaide and
Darwin.
The seizure of significant quantities of heroin highlights its increasing
use within Australia. Seizures of heroin by ofﬁcers of the Department of
Customs and Excise were practically unknown until 1957 when the ﬁrst
heroin in quantity known to be illegally imported Was seized. The seizure
consisting of 115,000 “pink pills” each containing approx. 1% crude heroin
was made in Melbourne.
Seizures of heroin have increased since 1957 and it has now ousted
opium as the main narcotic seized. Customs preventive measures have become
more effective and this has resulted in the use of more sophisticated methods
of smuggling.
It is known that a large percentage of heroin entering Australia illegally
is being smuggled in body apertures.
Experienced Customs Ofﬁcers consider that the reason for the changing
pattern of seizures is that most narcotic addicts have graduated from
marihuana and opium smoking to heroin. This graduation appears to ,be a
world-wide trend. There is also evidence of the use of other than capital city
ports to illegally introduce narcotics into Australia.
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To combat these trends the Department is increasing its P & D coverage
at outports and is ‘using a' number of high speed sea-going‘launches in its
stepped-up war against smuggling. A further number of such launches are now
on order
Apart from some Cannabis grown in New South Wales and some other
areas in Australia, practically all narcotic drugs available to the illicit market
are illegally imported, mainly by Asian seamen on ships plying between Hong
Kong and Singapore to Australia. Recognizing the international organization
behind the smuggling syndicates, the Department has increased liaison with the
Narcotics Bureaux in these centres and with other agencies throughout
South-East Asia. Two officers of the Drug Bureau have recently visited these
areas.
In addition, another ofﬁcer attended the Seminar on the Prevention of
Narcotic crimes held in Japan in September this year. Eighteen delegates from
thirteen Asian countries attended this Seminar which was sponsored by the
Japanese Government and aimed to foster co-operation and exchange of
information between participating countries.
It is accepted that not all illegal importation of narcotics is carried out
by seamen. The large increase in air travel in the past few years provides an
opportunity for persons to more readily pass from country to country and
control measures on incoming passengers must be closely 'watched. A
signiﬁcant number of seizures of marihuana have been made from American
Servicemen entering Australia on R & R leave. These seizures have led to the
recent decision by the U.S. Army authorities to prohibit the taking of
cigarettes by U.S. Army personnel proceeding to Australia on R & R leave. '
Attached are statements showing -—
(a) total seizures of narcotic drugs in Australia for the past 4 years;
(b) number of addicts by States (as stated in Australia’s reports to the
United Nations on the operation of the Single Convention on
Narcotic Drugs 1961).
TOTAL SEIZURES OF NARCOTIC DRUGS IN AUSTRALIA FOR YEAR
ENDING 30 JUNE 1965/68
1965
Raw Prep Liquid Opium Heroin Cannabis
Opium Opium Opium Dross
STATE (ng (kg.) (1) (kg.) (kg) (kg)
N.S.W. .027 .066 — .181 4.485 .026
VIC. 1.213 1.1.41 - ..47.4 .362 2.553
W.A. .453 .531 ._ .129 _ _
S.A. ~ .133 — .098 — —
Q’LD. _ 3.383 — .429 .169 .255
N. T. _ ._ _ ._ _ _
TAS. ._ _102 — .023 — —
TOTAL 1.693 5.356 — 1.334 5.016 2.834      
N.B. Liquid Opium figures for 1964/65 included with prepared opium. -
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Raw Prep Liquid Opium Heroin Cannabis
Opium Opium Opium Dross
STATE (kg.) (kg.) (1) (kg.) (kg) (kg)
N.S.W. 8.661 12.194 .406 .780 18.911 12.609
VIC. 4.391 1.094 _ .318 2.530 .523
W.A. .565 .231 2.679 .094 .010 .002
SA .435 .939 .300 .118 .920 -
Q’LD. .616 .100 .115 .199 -019 —
N.T. — — — — — -
TAS. - — - -— — —
TOTAL. 14.668 14.558 3.500 1.509 22.390 13.134
1967
Raw Prep Liquid Opium Heroin Cannabis
Opium Opium Opium Dross
STATE (kg.) (kg.) (1). (kg.) (kg.) (kg.)
N.S.W. 4.836 1.468 — 0.038 0.207 4.903
V.IC- 5--443 0.670 0.209 0.098 0.098 0.276
W.A. 0.969 2.414 — 0.028 -- L926
S.A. 0.003 0.033 0.879 0.012 — _
QLD. 4.362 0.335 0.570 0.076 -— 0,563
N.T-. — — _ _ ._ _
TOTAL 16.113 4.920 1.658 0.250 0.305 7.668
1968
Raw Prep Liquid Opium Heroin Cannabis
Opium Opium Opium Dross
STATE (kg.) (kg.) (1) (kg.) (kg.) (kg.)
N.S.W. 1.401 5.955 2.844 0.287 2.384 5.555
VIC. 0.243 0.103 0.522 0.107 0.730 0. 122
W.A. 0.086 0.002 0.683 0.173 - -
S.A. — 0.156 — 0.148 - 0.012
QLD. 0.181 _ — — — 0.005
N.T. — 0.068 — 0.069 — 0.008
TOTAL 1.911 6.284 4.049 0.784 3.114 5.702      
NOTE — 1.360 kg Morphine/Caffeine mixture was also seized.
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 NUMBER OF PERSONS ADDICTED TO NARCOTIC DRUGS
AS CONTAINED IN AUSTRALIA'S ANNUAL REPORT TO THE UNITED NATIONS
ON THE OPERATION OF THE SINGLE CONVENTION ON NARCOTIC DRUGS.
II
I
 
CALENDAR YEAR 1964 1965 1966 1967
N.S.W. 9‘4 107 199 356
VIC. .47 49 51 56
QLD. 46 43 26
28
S.A. ‘4 9 .31 33
W.A. 5 5 10 7
TAS. 2 .4
,4 2
A.C.T.. _ - _
3
NT. - - " 2
TOTAL 198 217 321 1487    
REPORT QF THE INSTITUTE OF CRIMINOLOGY
FOR THE TWELVE MONTHS ENDED 3lst DECEMBER 1968
Advisory Committee.
In addition to the members as set out in the 1968 Handbook the
following gentlemen have accepted invitations during the current year to join
the Advisory Committee:
Mr M. F. Farquhar, O_.B.E., E.D., Dip.Crim.(Sydney), a Solicitor of the
Supreme Court and a Stipendiary Magistrate of the Metropolitan
Bench.
Dr W. E. Lucas, M.B., B.S., D.P.M.(Sydney), Dip.Crim.(Cantab.), a
Psychiatrist of the N.S.W. Department of Public Health.
Mr W. R. McGeechan, Comptroller General of Prisons.
Professor R. S. G. Rutherford, M.A.(Oxon.), Professor of Economic
Statistics in the University of Sydney.
The Committee recorded with regret the death of Sir Stanley -Carver,
O.B.E., who acted as Special Adviser in Statistics to the Institute.
The Committee accepted 'with regret the resignation of Mr R. M.
Armstrong following his resignation of the post of Senior Psychologist at the
Department of Child Welfare.
Staff.
During the first nine months of 19,68Professor,Shatwell was,o.verseas.on
study leave, and during this period the directorship of the'Institute was in the
hands of Mr R. P. Roulston, who was responsible for the implementation of
the very full programme of activities planned.
Mr G. J. Hawkins spent the first ten months of the year on study leave
in the United States, where he joined the staff of the University of Chicago
Centre for Studies in Criminal Justice. ,
Teaching and extension work.
The programme of teaching and extension work as set out in the
Handbook has continued throughout the year. The LL.M. and Diploma
courses in Criminology continued to attract a wide range of people, including
judges, magistrates, members of the medical and legal professions, police,
probation officers and others involved in the work of law enforcement.
An extension course of 20 lectures for selected police ofﬁcers was
completed in the Law School, Members of.the staff also lectured in the Police
Department’s Potential Ofﬁcers’ Course, Detectives’ Training Course and
Sergeants’ Course, the Prisons Department’s Staff Training Course, and at the
Australian Police College at Manly.
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 Seminars.
Seminars have continued to stimulate 'wide interest and to attract. large
groups of people most of whom have a professional interest in the particular
topic. All_the seminars except that on Confessional Statements (which consists
of a specralist committee) were attended by between one and two hundred
members, and these came not only from within New South Wales but from
the other States, from Canberra and some from New Zealand.
The 1968 seminar programme was as follows:
1. “The Admissibility of Confessional Statements”. This is a continuation
of the project commenced in August 1965. The Sub-committee
appointed to examine the Police Commissioner’s Instructions on police
interrogations has prepared an approved set of instructions and these
have been further reviewed by the Head Committee. The final report
awaits the return from overseas of Sir Leslie Herron, the Chairman of
the Head Committee.
2. “The Adolescent and the Law, 1968” and “Treat 0r Punish?” These two
seminars, held in May and June respectively, were arranged by Dr Blow
of the Child Welfare Department and Dr Briscoe. The ﬁrst dealt with
the special protection provided by the law for children and young
persons and the problems involved in the implementation of these
protective provisions. Papers Were presented by Mr P. Macreadie,
Professor Rupert Cross,'Dr D. C. Dunphy, Mr J. M. Callaghan, S.M., Mr
W. C. Langshaw and Judge A. Levine. The second dealt with the aims
and practices of existing correctional programmes in New South Wales
for both juveniles and adults, the problem of conﬂict between goals, and
the future of correctional practice. Speakers were Mr J. A. Morony, Mr
N. C. Polden, the Hon. Mr Justice J. H. McClemens, Mr D. Fowler, Dr J.
S. Blow, Mr W. J. Keefe and Dr WCA. Lucas.
3. “The Law and Practice relating to Abortion”. This was arranged by Mr
Roulston and Dr Chappell and held in June. Speakers were Professor
Rupert Cross, Dr R. Vickery, Dr A. H. Bradfield and Associate Professor
H. Mayer.
4. “Computers and the Lawyer”. This seminar was the most ambitious of
the 1968 series and proved a particularly successful one. It was planned
by Mr R. P. Roulston and Dr 0. V. Briscoe and held at the University
over the August Bank Holiday week-end. Twenty-one papers were
delivered and computer demonstrations were held at the C.S.I.R.O. and
the School of Physics Basser Computing Department. Of the 150
members a number came from other States and New Zealand, and a
membership fee of $15 was charged to cover the costs of the exercise.
5. “Drug Abuse”. The purpose of this seminar was to assess the changes in
the incidence and patterns of drug abuse in New South Wales since the
last inquiry into this subject held by the Institute in 1966. It was
arranged by Dr Briscoe and held in October and November in two
evening sessions. The first, which was open to the public, dealt mainly
with sociological and treatment aspects, the speakers being Mr R. M.
March, Dr C. M. Rosenberg, Dr D. S. Bell, Dr M. S. Dalton and Mr A.
Gordon. The second, a closed session, dealt with recent legislation and
its enforcement, and speakers were Mr R. M. Dash, Dr A. A.
Bartholomew (Melbourne). Detective-Sergeant C. R. Abbott, Mr M. F,
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Farquhar, S. M., and Mr N. A. Custance. Among the many who
attended the seminar were representatives of Police and Health
Departments from all'the eastern States and from Canberra, emphasising
the high degree of co-operation existing between Government
departments and community agencies in dealing with this problem.
Research in progress in 1968.
1.
10.
Sentencing practices. A continuing 4-year project involving an
investigation into sentencing practices in the superior courts of the
Sydney metropolitan area, ﬁnanced by a grant from the Walter E. Meyer
Research Institute of Law of the United States, and assisted by an
advisory committee consisting of Mr Justice J. H. McClemens, Judge A.
Levine and Mr W. J. Iewer S.M. The ﬁrst phase, consisting of an
analysis of 8,000 pre-sentence report cards, has been completed and a
preliminary report prepared by Mr P. C. Ward and Mr R. P. Roulston.
Prediction studies. A long-term project by Mr Ward in collaboration with
the Department of Prisons and an analysis of statistical data in
collaboration with the Adult Probation Service. These studies are along
the broad lines developed by Mannheim and Wilkins for detainees in
Borstal institutions in the United Kingdom. (Mr P. C. Ward).
The crystal structure of drugs. A study of the crystal structure of
phenothiazine and phenothiazine derivatives and the haemolytic
properties of various commonly used phenothiazine drugs. The ﬁrst
stage has been completed and is to be published in Chemical
Communications. (Dr 0. V. Briscoe, in collaboration with the School of
Chemistry, University of Sydney.)
Juveniles on appeal A study of appellate decisions in cases concerning
children and young persons sentenced in Courts of Petty Sessions in
New South Wales. (Dr. 0. V. Briscoe, in collaboration with the
Department of Child Welfare.)
Relations between the police and the public in Australia and New
Zealand. A survey of public attitudes to police throughout Australia and
New Zealand, and of police attitudes in Queensland, Tasmania, South
Australia and New Zealand. A book embodying the results of these
surveys is being published by the Queensland University Press. (Dr D.
Chappell, in collaboration with Mr Paul Wilson, with grants from the
Nufﬁeld Foundation and the A.R.G.C.)
Abortion, homosexuality and prostitution. A survey throughout
Australia of public attitudes to abortion, homosexuality and
prostitution. (Dr D. Chappell, in collaboration with Mr Paul Wilson.)
Prisoners’ attitudes to sentencing. A survey among prisoners of their
attitudes towards sentencing. (Mr P. C. Ward.)
Compensating victims of crime. A study of recent legislation concerning
compensation for victims of crime (Dr D. Chappell.)
Habitual offenders. A study of legislation in Australia and New Zealand
relating to habitual offenders..(Dr D. Chappell.)
Higher Criminal Court statistics. Mr Roulston and Mr Ward have assisted
in a reView of the methods of compiling Higher Criminal Court statistics.
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Other activities.
1 Court reports. The Psychiatric Clinic conducted by Dr Briscoe at
the law School has continued to provide for court reports on persons
convicted by Courts of Petty Sessions and on bail awaiting sentence.
The clinic works closely with the Adult Probation Service.
Regular sessions have been held by Dr Briscoe as consultant psychiatrist
at a Child Guidance Clinic for the purpose of preparing court reports for
the Children’s Court.
Clinical demonstrations. Clinical demonstrations at a Psychiatric
Admission Centre have been given throughout the year by Dr Briscoe to
members of the judiciary and the magistracy.
Discussions. Dr Briscoe takes part in a monthly lunch-time discussion
held at the Parole Service Training Unit at the Metropolitan Remand
Prison.
Publications.
During 1968 the following articles by members of the staff have been
published or accepted for publication:
R. P. ROULSTON: “Sentencing a Juvenile for Manslaughter”. Aust. &
' N.Z. Journal of criminology (1968): 3.
O. V. BRISCOE: “A Survey of the Usage of Amphetamines in Parts of
the Sydney Community”. (Jointly) Med. J. Aust. (1968) 1: 480.
“The Meaning of ‘Mentally 11] Person’ in the Mental Health Act of
N.S.W. (1958—64)”. 42, A.L.J. 6.
“Psychiatry and Family Law”, a chapter in a volume to be
published by the Committee for Post-Graduate Studies (1968).
“The Crystal Structure of Phenothiazine”. (Jointly). Chemical
Communications (in press).
P. G. WARD: “The Comparative Efficiency of Differing Techniques of
Prediction Scaling.” Aust. & N.Z. Journal of Criminology (1968):
2.
G. J. HAWKINS: “Organized Crime and God”. The Public Interest,
Winter issue (in press).
“Deterrence and Marginal Groups”. Journal of Research in Crime
and Delinquency, Vol. 5, No. 2 (in press).
“The Over-reach of the Criminal Law”. Midway, Winter issue (in
press).
“Punishment and Deterrence: The Educative, Moralising and
Habituative Effects”. Wisconsin Law Review, December issue.
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“Humanism and the Crime Problem”, a chapter in A Humanist
View, ed. Dr I. S. Edwards (Angus & Robertson).
D. CHAPPELL: “Drugs and the law”. Quadrant, Vol. 12, N0. 2.,
“Preventive Detention and the Habitual Offender” Quadrant and
Aust. & N.Z. Journal of Oiminology (1969) 2, 3.
“Sentencing — An Unrewarding and Painful Task”. Aust. & N.Z.
Journal of Criminology (1968): 3.
“The New South Wales Criminal Injuries Compensation Act,
1967”. Australian Bar Gazette (in press).
D. CHAPPEL WITH P. R. WILSON: “Public Attitudes to Reform of the
Law relating to Abortion and Homosexuality”, Parts I and II. 42
A.L.J. 4 & 5. -
“Australian Attitudes towards the Police: A Pilot Study”. Brit. J.
Criminology, October 1968.
“Australian Attitudes to Abortion, Prostitution and Homosexuality”.
Australian Quarterly, Vol. 40, no. 2.
The following articles have been submitted for publication: -
O. V. BRISCOE: Some Problems of Organ Transplantation”, Parts I &
II. (Jointly). Australian Journal of Forensic Sciences
“A Study of Intent in the Law”. A.L.J.
Papers presented:
_ _P. G. Ward:,,“The.Uses,.of Multidimensional. Scaling, in Criminology”.
Paper delivered at the UNESCO Seminar, “Mathematics in- the
Social Sciences”, 1968.
D.'CHAPPELL: “Preventive Detention and the Habitual Offender”.
Paper presented to the First National Civil Liberties Convention,
1968.
“Justice for the Individual”. Paper presented to the forum, “One
for the Road — How Big (1 Problem?” at the 4lst Annual
Conference of the Australian Automobile Association, 1968.
Overseas visitors.
Professor Rupert Cross, Vinerian Professor of Law in the University of
Oxford, was Visiting Professor to the Law School for the teaching year of
1968 and participated in Institute activities. Great interest was stimulated by
his papers presented at the seminars on “Abortion”, “The Adolescent and the
Law”, and “Computers and the lawyer”.
In July 1968 the Institute was honoured also by a visit from Professor
Jerome Hall, Distinguished Service Professor of law at Indiana University law
School. Professor Hall gave a lecture to LL.M. and Diploma students in
Criminology.
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 Mr C. R. Hewitt, the writer on criminology and social reform under the
nom-de-plume of C. H. Rolph, and a visitor to Australia under the auspices of
the British Council, gave two lectures to Diploma students in Criminology and
one to a Police class at the Law School in October 1968.
K. O. SHATWELL, Director
Publications
HANDBOOK. No charge.
PROCEEDINGS, 1967. Includes report of a Judicial Seminar on
Sentencing and a seminar on Fitness to Plead. pages. Price
PROCEEDINGS, 1968. No. 1‘. Includes report of a Seminar on
Computers and the Lawyer. pages. Price
These publications may be obtained from the Typed Notes
Department, Level 3 at the law School, or on application to
the Institute of Criminology.
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